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The divine Eternal Father Reveals:
In the trials of life, many leaders deceived
their people; many offered them this and that;
the individuals who were leaders, and who
took the strange licentiousness of deceiving,
it would have been better for them not to
have been born in this world; for the Son of
God shall deliver them to millions of enraged
beings in the weeping and gnashing of teeth;
they shall be the same who they deceived;
and the human masses shall have no compassion for them.The so-called leaders of nations, could never
discipline anyone, for there was no discipline
even in them; since everyone had the strange
licentiousness of the beast, they were uncertain before the infinite cosmos; what is of God
was secondary to them; what was important
to them was to make their imperfect ideas
flourish, which were charged of an strange
ignorance of what the true spirituality should
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be; not being them the most profound in wisdom, since they were influenced by the gold
of the beast, they took the strange licentiousness of imposing morality on others; this
strange licentiousness, a product of a mundane way of governing, costs the so-called
guides of nations, the greatest shame of their
lives to a planetary level; for in the presence
of all the gathered nations, they shall be
judged by the Son of God.One cannot serve the working people, and at
the same time, the demons who look after
their wealth.Every spirit who knowing that the humble
should govern the world, remained silent,
their ideas shall create worlds of deceit; this
last one is for those who promised in the
Kingdom of Heavens to govern the people
with humility; in your world they are known
as politicians; but, woe betide them! I see
that they designate the best positions for
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them; the high and scandalous salaries; I see
that they divide among them what is of my
humble; I see that they do not let any humble
to govern; when my divine Word teaches that
the humble are the first in my creation; Poor
you! Usurpers of a power that has never corresponded to you; Poor you damned right!
Weeping and gnashing of teeth awaits you; for
swindling my humbles’ rights; thus you shall
be swindled between light and darkness.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-

DIVINE TITLE FOR THE EDITORS OF THE PLANET:
TITLE 87.- THE SO-CALLED EDITORS WHO EMERGED DURING THE TRIALS OF LIFE, SHOULD HAVE NOT CHANGED
ANY EXPRESSION OR LETTER OF THE DIVINE REVELATION,
SENT BY THE DIVINE FATHER JEHOVAH TO THE WORLD
OF TRIALS; THE LIVING EXPRESSION AND THE LETTER
COMPLAIN TO GOD IN THEIR RESPECTIVE LAWS; JUST AS A
SPIRIT WOULD COMPLAIN IN HIS LAWS OF SPIRIT; THOSE
WHO FALSIFIED OR CHANGED THE CONTENT SENT BY GOD,
THEY SHALL ALSO BE FALSIFIED AND TAKEN AWAY IN THIS
LIFE AND IN OTHER LIVES; WHEN THEY REQUEST AGAIN
TO GOD IN THE FUTURE TO BE BORN AGAIN, IN ORDER TO
KNOW A NEW LIFE.ALPHA AND OMEGA.9

The author, Emissary Alpha and Omega,
shows the telepathic scrolls.
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ALL THE SO-CALLED LEADERS OF THE WORLD,
WILL HAVE TO EXPLAIN FATHER JEHOVAH,
AND THE OWN WORLD, WHY THEY GOVERNED BY DIVIDING; IT IS WRITTEN THAT
ONLY SATAN DIVIDES IN ORDER TO FIGHT
AGAINST EQUALITY TAUGHT BY THE FATHER;
IT WOULD BE BETTER FOR THE SO-CALLED
LEADERS TO HAVE RENOUNCED ON TIME TO
SUCH IMMORAL AND ILLEGAL POSITIONS; THE
DIVINE JUSTICE OF FATHER JEHOVAH, STARTS
WITH THOSE WHO HAD THE HIGHEST POSITIONS, IN THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM, BASED
ON GOLD; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE WHO
DID NOT OCCUPY HIGH POSITIONS TO ENTER
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR THOSE
WHO EXALTED THEMSELVES IN A STRANGE
AND IMMORAL LIFE SYSTEM, UNKNOWN IN
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS.11

Yes little son; so it is; just as you knew it
since you were a child; no so-called leader of
the strange life system, based on gold, shall

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for no one
in this world requested the Father to govern
by exploiting; for all knew that one had to

imitate, what the eyes saw in the Kingdom

of Heavens; I verily say unto you that no eye
saw exploitation nor deceit; behold the fall

of the blindest of the Father’s laws; behold
the most backward of the world; for they are

the ones who are the most distant from the

Kingdom of Heavens; he who exalted himself
more in a strange and immoral life system,
is more condemned; it would be better for

him to be humble in such strange life system;
I verily say unto you leaders of the world

that every good deed that you did in life,
was annulled by you; for one cannot serve

two masters; one cannot serve an immoral
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life system, and say that he is serving God;

it would have been better for you to have
renounced those positions; for you shall be

accused of complicity with the demon of
exploitation, before Father Jehovah; you fell

in the trials of life; you should have never led
a shameful life system; a strange life system
in which my humble had the worst; I verily
say unto you, blinds of the world, that just

like you entire generations undergo suffering,
thus you will suffer too; in other existences,

in other worlds; I verily say unto you that
every human suffering shall be paid by you;

for you did not take the Father’s Scriptures

seriously; you built your hopes up on gold; I
verily say unto you that all of you shall have
your weeping and gnashing of teeth; human-

ity underwent suffering because of you; it is

more likely for a worker, who you took away
the right to equality from him, taught by the
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Father, to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for you; each second of suffering and
injustice that each pore of human flesh suf-

fered, shall be paid by you; behold the fall
of those who legalized satan in this world;

behold the fall of those who legalized the rich
and poor; behold the fall of the heads of the

great beast; behold the fall of the yoke of this
strange world; behold the fall of the human

sorrow; for if you, leaders of the world would

not have come to the world, this world would
not have been divided; satan would not have
gotten extended in the form of life system;

just like the serpent deceived Adam and
Eve, likewise you blind leaders deceived the

world; for your moral inheritance is a tragedy
for the entire world; for no one who lived in

your strange capitalist life system, shall see
the Father’s Glory; for you divided every-

one between good and evil; for your strange
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morality with which you made the laws, did

not take the Father’s morality into account

at all; manifested in the Father‘s Scriptures;
I verily say unto you that your ignorance in

the Father’s Scriptures, each act, each mental
idea generated by the beings who followed
you in your laws, got to know division; the

generated mental idea was not complete in

the laws of the light; each human thinking

was influenced by the strange power of gold;
I verily say unto you that no generated idea

requested the Father, to be influenced by any
law of darkness; for such influence divides

every spiritual merit; you will have to share

your attained points of light with the strange
influence of darkness; which distances you

even more from the Kingdom of Heavens; the
more points of light a spirit has, the closer
he gets to his place of origin; he gets closer

to his heaven where he was created; behold
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the time in which one wanted to have gold,

is judged second by second; each second
lived in this strange desire, is paid with an
existence which must be fulfilled out of the

Kingdom of Heavens; so it is that no one
who passed through this world, and felt the

influence, has returned to the Kingdom of
Heavens; it is more likely for one who having
returned from a remote planet, did not bring
with him any strange and unknown influence
to enter again the Kingdom where he came
out of; the Kingdom of Heavens takes care
of itself; no darkness of any form has been

able to enter; nor shall it ever enter; behold

all those who made the most microscopic
evil, in their respective world, is a living dark-

ness per se; he is a demon in the respective

degree; one cannot be of the light if he is a

demon; for one cannot be of two masters;
for the spirit falls into hypocrisy; behold the
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outstanding attribute of the so-called Chris-

tian world; a strange world that served many
strange masters; a strange world that came

out of the strange and unknown religions;
a strange human form of interpreting the
Father’s Scriptures; a strange form of inter-

preting His divine Gospel; behold that every

strange world is pulled out from its roots
from the human evolution; behold the fall

of the so-called religious; who divided the
world in many beliefs, being there just one
God only; since every work that came out of

the human free will, is judged by the Father;
what the so-called religious did, they must

render account of it too; the Father’s laws
are all equal for everyone; I verily say unto

you that no religious one, shall enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; until they have paid
up to the last second of the time in which
they confused and divided an entire world;
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for them was it written: Only satan divides

and he divides himself; behold the blinds of

the faith; they were blind because in their
own fruit was the strange faith; their own
fall was in their fruit; for nothing strange to

the Scriptures and Commandments of the

Father, remains in this world; just as in the

past empires, reigns, dynasties and the most
varied powers were falling, likewise the great

prostitute who sold herself to the best bidder,
shall also fall in this generation; who bowed
before the rich nations; without taking care

of the future consequences nor of what
they will say, knowing the prostitute that
no so–called rich, would enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; I verily say unto you that if the
so-called Catholic Church had not acknowl-

edged the strange life system, based on gold,

the world would not have got to know it;
and this humanity would have entered the
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Kingdom of Heavens; it was written that this

world would not enter the Father’s Kingdom,

because of a few blinds of the true spirituality
in the Father’s laws.-

Yes little son; so it is; just as you knew it
since you were a child; this strange life
system which came out of gold, from its
beginning, wrote its own fall: the so-called

capitalism is the supreme violation to the
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Father’s mandates; this demon who took
the form of the immoral life system, con-

demned all those who have passed through
this world; the damned action of satan did

not end in the terrestrial paradise; it started

there; behold a Revelation that explains the

events of the invisible that reverberate in the
visible; what happened in other dimensions

like the dimension of the past, explains what
happened in all the presents; evil like the

truth fulfills expansive laws; the living cause
of an instant, becomes a reality in another;

the human evil emerges from the same world
in which there were evil spirits already; mat-

ter and spirit are trialed by the Father, in
their respective laws; every trial in order to
be carried out, needs to have a life form; it
needs to be a living cause; just as you who

are on Earth feel certain sensations which
are proper of you, so do other living causes
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born in other planetary dwellings, feel what
you do not feel; every life is created in the
remote suns; this corresponds to your ori-

gin; because by being the Father infinite, his

infinite creation is not circumscribed to the

suns only; it represents one of the infinite
forms of creating; for nothing has limits in

the Father; to explain your solar origin, is
to provoke in this world, the greatest revo-

lution in the human cause; so immense is
this revolution that nothing that came out
of man, shall remain; for the new revolution
shall be centered around in giving and taking
life away; in resuscitating the dead and the

already wasted living; this revolution shall

scare away those who took the licentiousness of creating a strange life system, which

disowned the divine rights of the Father; this
planetary violation which represents many
centuries, is just no more than an instant in
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the divine time, in which the Father lives;
your time was created so that you were tri-

aled in your determinations; and without

your seeing the Father in your own time,
the Father is in time; He is in the invisible

part of every time; I verily say unto you that

other creatures see the Father in the invisible

dimension; for the Father lets Himself be
seen; and by letting Himself be seen, it does

not represent His only form; for nothing has

limits in the Father; the human life requested
to live the present that it lives, without see-

ing the Father; and the Father conceded it
to you; for everything that is lived and felt,

is requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; I
verily say unto you that every human spirit
requested the living intuition in the Father;

and it is because everyone feels one form of

spirituality; although many do not believe

in a God; the forgetfulness of the past is
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between believing and not believing; also
requested by all the human spirits; for none

of you knew such past; you did not have the

slightest idea in what this consisted of; experiences are lived, because one requests life

in them; everything imaginable is living; for

everything imaginable, matter and spirit have

the same rights to aspire to know life; he who
denies life to another, whether it is spirit or

matter, he denies the existence of equality
taught by the Father; and he who thought so,
likewise they shall also think about him, in
other existences in other worlds; for every-

thing microscopic that he had in himself, in

matter and spirit, has greater knowledge than
what he knows in his own spirit; it is because
of this that it was written: Every humble is
great in the Kingdom of Heavens; the Rev-

elation of the Lamb of God complements:
Every humble, microscopic or very little, is
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great in the Kingdom of Heavens; what else

humbler and more microscopic than your

own physical ideas? You do not see them;
but, no one denies its existence; your spiri-

tual destiny depends on such ideas; for when
you requested to know the human philos-

ophy, you did so by promising the Father,
to generate by your mind, the purest and
healthier ideas; but, the immoral and strange

life system that the so-called capitalists gave
you, made you go astray; for every idea that

you generated got to know what it should
have never got to know; it got to know the

demoniac influence of gold; it got to know

the sensation of ambition; and it is enough
that a living innocence gets to know a sensa-

tion unknown of the Father’s morality, and

such creature does not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens again; no spirit that is divided in his

innocence, shall see his place of origin again;
24

no one has ever returned.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 117.-
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ALL THE GOVERNMENTS THAT APPLIED
TAXES ON THE EXPLOITED, SHALL NOT
ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; NO
ONE REQUESTED THE FATHER TO CHARGE
ANYONE; FOR NO ONE KNEW MONEY.Yes little son; no member of a capitalist gov-

ernment who applied taxes on the exploited,
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; every

government system that was not capitalist,
that struggled and still struggles against the
inheritance of immoralities left by the capi-

talist beast, is closer to the Father’s mandate;
no government system is perfect; and much

less the capitalist beast; communism is from
the Kingdom of Heavens; and capitalism is

not; nor shall it ever be; behold the infinite
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difference; the first one is called to govern in
this world, up to the consummation of the
centuries; the second one is judged because

it requested to be trialed; that is why it is
unstable; I verily say unto you that being
there a final judgment announced to you,

since many centuries ago, the capitalists
should have never believed that only them

are the best; on the contrary, they are the
worst; they are the tragedy of this world; for

no human creature shall enter the Kingdom

of Heavens, because of capitalism; nor any of
the past generations have entered; for capi-

talism did not take the Father’s Scriptures

into account; and by not taking them into
account, it disinherited all its followers; its
moral teaching was the generalized immo-

rality; it divided the world in rich and poor;
and it could not keep the innocence of the

Father’s creatures intact; every innocence
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that is divided between good and evil, does

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the socalled capitalism did what satan did in the

Kingdom of Heavens; it divided so that no

human creature entered the Kingdom of
Heavens; and also satan divided the angels

of the Father; just as the angels divided by

satan were thrown out from the Kingdom;
likewise the men who got to know the capi-

talism’s division, do not enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; what is up above is the same
as down below; money is unknown in the
Kingdom of Heavens; for evil does not exist
in any conceivable way; I verily say unto

you that money is a product of a spiritual
weakness; the most imperfect beings of this
world created money; and by being imper-

fect, they dragged humanity with them; they

did not know how to control their ambitious
impulses; and they transmitted them from
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father to son; from generation to generation;
and in this transmission of weak philosophy,
the Father’s Revelation surprised them; this
surprise was announced many centuries in

advance: And the truth will come by surprise;
like the surprise caused by a thief at night;

because the psychological reaction of the
capitalists will be like the reaction suffered

by a thief who has been caught in a robbery.-
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Yes little son; the drawing shows that the
mental fibers were born free; which means

that they were not subject to any influence

of possession; to charge taxes is darkness;
for the action accompanies the mind out of
the Earth; this influence of darkness makes

the spirit get away from the Kingdom of
Heavens; I verily say unto you that every
spirit who got to know self-interest in any

form, wanders in the cosmos; the influence

of what was learned on the remote planet,
rejects him when he gets closer to the mag-

netism of the light; the evil action acts as
rejection; infinite spirits of uncountable planets earths, they see themselves in the obliga-

tion of seeing the Kingdom of Heavens from
afar; those who see nothing are the most sin-

ful; the magnetic influence of evil is more
intense in its attribute and quality; I verily

say unto you that those who charged taxes
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in the world, are of this category; such spirits

have to wander in darkness, until no creature
of the remote world in which he was, con-

tinues paying a false tax; false because the
law created by the Father, does not include

any form of exploitation; so it is that as the

generations succeed each other, these spirits
await; behold the punishment for the follow-

ers of the beast; these spirits of which the
last ones remain in this world, forgot that
the Father’s Commandment says: Thou shalt
not steal, in any imaginable way; behold the
demons of exploitation perpetuated for cen-

turies the pain of injustice on others; if they

promised the Father to fulfill what is of the

Father above everything, why did they not

renounce such immoral work? It would have
been better for them not to have requested
to be born in this world; behold they fell in

the trials of life; they forgot the Father’s
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Scriptures and condemned themselves; these

spirits who charge taxes are mundane spirits;

just as the creators of the exploitation system
called capitalism are; just as they charged
taxes to their brethren in life, disregarding

the Father’s Scriptures, thus shall deceit be

imposed on them in their future reincarna-

tions; what they did wrong in their existence,
they pay it in others; I verily say unto you

that every legislator who created laws of
taxes and those who charged them, are
accused before the Father of imposing suf-

fering on other creatures; for no one requested
the Father to subjugate anyone; and all those
who you put hindrance called taxes, are wait-

ing for you beside the Father, in order to
make the accusation on you; up to the last

cent of taxes, is paid; the most microscopic
cent complains to the Father; Were you not
taught that the entire universe of the Father
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is living? Even if in the worlds they have
passed the trial of the inert and the abstract

and the concrete; since nothing is impossible
to the Creator of the universe, He unites

spirit and matter in celestial life; what is
impossible to you, is not to the Father; and

what is impossible to you, the Creator brings
out the most perfect justice that your mind
can imagine; in my divine Kingdom the invis-

ible that your mind grasped get together,
though you did not understand it on Earth;
all your unknown sensations, and every expe-

rience that was to you to think; which the
terrestrial science could never explain; behold
the everything above everything; matter and
spirit become one; the communism of unification between molecule and virtue is living

and pre-existent to everything; I verily say
unto you that all those who repudiated com-

munism, repudiated their future unifications
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between matter and spirit; matter and spirit

possess free will; independent one from the

other; and in virtue of their free wills, they

repudiate those who repudiated on the

remote planets; what is up above is the same
as down below; I verily say unto you that
communism is constituted by the own uni-

verse; the colossal and the microscopic; the

invisible and the visible; the molecule and
the virtue; for the universal equilibrium
would not exist without a common law; the

development of no kind of life would be

known; for the universal inheritance of
imbalance is darkness; you requested in your
planetary philosophy to know good and evil;
not everything of good and evil exists in the

Universe, but a microscopic part of them; for
nothing in the Father has any limits; but, as
microscopic good and evil are, they always

receive their fair award or punishment; I
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verily say unto you that one of the evils of
this world is to persecute the ideals, when

they are not understood; getting to the

extreme of even trample on the Father’s
Commandments; one kills, lies, slanders, the
truth is falsified; behold what was done by

those who due to a little evolution, never
understood the divine meaning of communism; I verily say unto you that unintention-

ally, capitalism exalted communism; because
for its own action, all those who had privi-

leges in this world, shall be despised; and he

who had nothing, shall be exalted; and all
had the same free will when coming to this

world; many have wondered in this world,
where did evil come from? I verily say unto

you that evil is an inheritance of successive

reincarnations; which means that you are
coming out of darkness; your free will took

you in the past to know other lives; for every
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spirit is born again; to request lives that are
unknown, is to be born again; and the laws
with which the lives of each spirit are cre-

ated, are common among them and common
to everyone; he who persecuted any form of

communism, shall not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; for the celestial communism that

reigns in there, makes him strange; I verily
say unto you that all those who persecuted

others because of their ideals, shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; for no one is per-

secuted in the Kingdom; it is more likely for

those who did not persecute anybody to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those
who took sides persecuting others; I verily

say unto you that the tragedy of this world

of not being able to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, started from the first instant in

which the human mind conceived money; no
one who got to know money has entered the
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Kingdom of Heavens; for they followed a
form of life which is immoral before the
Father’s mandates; their creators did not
consult the Creator about what is there

beyond human life; I verily say unto you that

if they had done it, all of you would have
entered the Kingdom of Heavens; for they
would not have taken the wrong way; it

always happens the same in uncountable
worlds of the universe; when those who
stand up for being the first in governing a

world, infinite times they forget that they
have a Creator; infinite worlds have fallen

into the tragedy of not entering the Kingdom

of Heavens; the time is up for your world;
Because of a group of ambitious beings, a
world was condemned!! Shall be said in all
the limits of the universe; a world that know-

ing about the Father’s Scriptures, let itself

be carried away by a forgetfulness which they
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promised to overcome in the Kingdom of
Heavens; behold the supreme trial of the
human spirit; a trial of the human individual-

ity; for only what came out from the inside
is judged outside; the mental responsibility
is created within the spirit; for what is out-

side, in the exterior, is constantly falsified by
the human life system; the beginning of the
life in which you are in, was done from the

inside to the outside; from the invisible to

the visible; from darkness to the light; the
exterior which is material, is relative and

transformable; the interior is the eternal;
behold that each individual according to his

beliefs, returns to his past; he came out to

the light for an instant; that instant is the
human life; and he returns to his own inte-

rior; by transforming his molecules of flesh
into dust; the spirit is a fire which when sepa-

rated from its body of flesh, penetrates
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dimensions that escape the human eye; the
spirit cannot be seen with the eyes of flesh,

because the vision is not enough to see it;
the living self is again what it was before

becoming human; and when it returns, it
comes back impregnated with a magnetism
called human knowledge; a planetary experi-

ence; a salt of life; I verily say unto you that
to the spirit, the remembrance of the Earth

makes it meditate according to its evolution;

if the spirit was respectful of the Father’s
laws on Earth, it will find respect in its return;

if it was not, no one will respect him; for
according to the belief that one had in the

trials of life, is the Kingdom where one
arrives; those who were religious, do not
reach the Father; for they did not interpret

the Scriptures of the Father; they divided the
world of faith with a strange morality called

religion; religion is unknown in the Kingdom
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of Heavens; as all the philosophies that divide

knowledge are unknown; the religious spirits
are accused in the Kingdom of Heavens; of

dividing the world in many beliefs; being
there one God only; only satan divides and

he divides himself; behold the weeping and

gnashing of teeth of the world’s rock; they

never wanted to understand that the truth

was just one; that a Father expresses Himself
just one way; and not in several; for that

would confuse the children’s understanding;
they never cultivated the true humility; for

if they had cultivated it, they would have
renounced to keep dividing and confusing
the world; they would have renounced to do
the roll of satan; they invented the religions;

they are not in the Father’s Scriptures; they
were licentious in believing that only them
represented what is of the Father on Earth;

I verily say unto you that nothing of them
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shall remain in this world; for what is not
within the Father’s Scriptures, is not a tree
planted by Him; it is not of the world con-

ceived by the Father; the world conceived by
men shall not remain; the exploitative mate-

rialism is about to fall; behold the fall of the

world of self-interest; of the hypocritical
world; of the world that measured everything
by the gold standard; the world of scandals;

the world of vice; the unknown world in the
Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you

that the fall of this exterior world represents
the birth of another one; the Father brings

out the new light from the own darkness; the
World Omega is born from the World Alpha
or materialistic; a world in which the inno-

cence of the children shall reign; for from all

the philosophies that the world gave itself in
order to be governed, none of them remains;

they were trialed by Father Jehovah; and
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every trial has its end; the purest is staying

in this world; it is the children’s innocence;
and it is more likely for a child who did not

try any philosophy in this world to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens, than for an adult who
did try it, without exalting the Father above

everything; and within all the philosophies
this world got to know and live, Father Jeho-

vah leaves the most despised, the most per-

secuted, the most slandered, the one that has
cost blood the most; the one that has shed
tears the most; He leaves the terrestrial com-

munism; I verily say unto you that every

repented capitalist shall become communist;
for humility always vanquishes pride; thus
happens in all the worlds; that is why it was
written: humility is the first in the Kingdom

of Heavens; every humble at heart enters the
Kingdom of Heavens; those who charged
taxes on Earth, were not humble; they were
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indifferent before the exploited; this truth

acquires contours of immense tragedy in the
judgment before the Father; for every form

of capitalism, is a form of slavery; Do you not

have the so-called armed forces? You are
nothing without them; and if they did not
exist, you would be nothing either; for no
self-interested one shall enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; even if he had been by thought;
I verily say unto you that by your living a life

system based on the practice of force, you
get more and more distanced, and at every

instant from the Kingdom of Heavens; for
the instants are living; they complain to the

Father of the presence of intimidation; for

arms cause distrust; fear; and I verily say unto
you that every virtue that accompanied you

to life, shall also complain to the Father;
everything that you are complains; even the

excrements ask for justice; great are the
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revolutionary children who struggled and
still struggle against every form of destruc-

tive force; there was one in this world called

Adolf Hitler who wanted to make his destiny,

without taking into account the Father’s
Scriptures; from a liberator he turned into

an assassin; it would have been better for

this demon not to have used the force in
order to combat the force; for he who kills

by sword, dies by sword; he who uses the
force, falls by the force; if it is not in this life,
it is in another; for many spiritual debts are

paid in other existences; for every spirit is
born again; I verily say unto you that any

force imposed over my creatures’ free will,

is paid; all those who lived intimidated by
the force, must add up 3 points of light for

each second lived by intimidation; those who
belonged to the so–called armed forces, do

not have this Father’s grace attained; on the
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contrary, they must add up against them 3

points of darkness per second; in the time

they served the demon of force; each second
or each little point is equivalent to live one

existence out of the Kingdom of Heavens;
behold how the creatures get away from the

Kingdom of Heavens; they do so due to their
bad actions; starting from the own ungrate-

fulness that they have had, in respect to the

Father’s Scriptures; ungratefulness that is
transmitted from father to son; from genera-

tion to generation; I verily say unto you that

because of this ungratefulness, no human
creature shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
even if he has been the best creature in the

world; but, he remains very close to the
Father’s Kingdom; I verily say unto you that
every tax collector, must add up 3 celestial

points against him per second, in the time

that they were collectors; from the first
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instant up to the last one; and those who
underwent this vile deed of the exploitation

law must add up three points in favor for
each second gone by, from the precise instant
in which they started to work; infancy up to
the age of twelve is not in the Final Judg-

ment; for it does not need it; in this epoch
the creature lives the celestial illusory mag-

netism; fluids which still influence their acts;

it lives like a little bird, as one can say; it
looks at the mental responsibility, as a natu-

ral irresponsibility; I verily say unto you that
all those who made an innocent undergo suf-

fering shall be judged in public judgment; so

shall they be measured with the same rod
that they measured; thus shall they be abused

in other existences; I verily say unto you that
for each evil act done in life, the spirit
requests to pay in another existence; behold

one of the causes why one is born; creatures
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who request that what they did to others be

done on them too; it is what is called in the
Kingdom of Heavens an eye for an eye and a

tooth for a tooth; for the spirit must pay for

the harm done, with the same characteristics
and details as he caused on others; behold a

universal law proper of imperfection; behold

why many are not as happy as the rest; many
perish physically; others go crazy; others get

lost; others get sick; etc., etc.; I verily say
unto you that every destiny with no excep-

tion, is related with its spiritual past; the
existences prepare one for what is to come;
this characteristic is common in your form

of life; a life of trials with a forgetfulness of

the past; I verily say unto you that one
requests to be born again, for infinite causes;
for nothing easier to the Father than to give

any kind of life that every mind can imagine;

each microscopic act understood or not
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understood, turns into life for its own
improvement; everyone requests to improve
themselves in the Kingdom of Heavens; that

every is infinite; who is every? only the Father
knows; for He has created everything; I verily

say unto you that even darkness of which you
know nothing, requests the Father to know

the worlds of the light; the galactic history
constitutes the Alpha and the Omega of the

own eternity; each living microbe is called to
become a living history in the Kingdom of

Heavens; for no one is disinherited; the
Father’s inheritance, gives the right to every-

thing; for nothing is impossible in the Father;
I verily say unto you by forgetting one’s own

past, one attains the highest celestial points;
for uncertainty is greater; and likewise by not
knowing the future; what is greatest is the

gain in the acts done in life; there are infinite
worlds in which their creatures know their
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galactic past; they see it in mental images;
yes little son; so it is; just as you see it like

an unending color film; So it is divine Father
Jehovah, by your divine grace; and these crea-

tures also see their future; but, the points
attained by them are infinitely less than
yours; behold the infinite attributes and
qualities of the life systems; but nothing has
limits in the universe; from one world one

goes to the other forever and ever; being born

again never ceases; the opportunities to
mend oneself are as infinite as the own uni-

verse; I verily say unto you that credulity is
also living; and it is more likely for one who

believed to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,

than for one who did not believe; skepticism

asks the Father not to let the spirit who did
not believe that He was almighty enter the
Kingdom; belief is the same faith with iden-

tity, attribute and quality; I verily say unto
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you that the entrance of every spirit to the

Father’s Kingdom, depends on the most
microscopic that the spirit had; it depends
on his 318 virtues, on his molecules and on
all the ideas that his mind generated throughout his life.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THE LEADERS WHO REFUSED TO GIVE
LAND OR WATER TO ANOTHER NATION, SHALL
NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; NO
ONE REQUESTED THE FATHER TO TAKE AWAY
ANYTHING; FOR ALL THOSE WHO UNFAIRLY
TOOK AWAY, SHALL REMAIN WITH NOTHING; THE PRESENT LEADERS OF THE WORLD,
PERPETUATE THE SELFISHNESS LIVED BY
OTHERS; THEY LET THEMSELVES BE INFLUENCED BY THE STRANGE MORALITY OF THE
SELF-INTERESTS; THE ELEMENTS OF NATURE
BELONG TO EVERYONE; FOR THE EQUALITY OF
RIGHTS WAS ANNOUNCED BY FATHER JEHOVAH; SINCE MANY CENTURIES AGO, IT WAS
WRITTEN: ALL ARE EQUAL IN RIGHTS BEFORE
GOD; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE LEADERS WHO TRIED TO FULFILL WHAT IS OF GOD
TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN
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FOR THOSE WHO TRIED TO FULFILL WHAT IS
OF MEN.Yes little son; no leader of this world has
been able to enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

for they lived and served a strange and
unknown life system; the life system based

on gold is not known in the Kingdom of

Heavens; and all those who lived in laws

strange to the Kingdom’s Scriptures, none of
them has entered the Father’s Kingdom

again; it is more likely for those who not even
by word got to know a strange life system to

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; even more,

those who did not get to know by ears; every
leader will have his own weeping and gnash-

ing of teeth; every leader requested Father
Jehovah to govern without violating His
divine law; for everyone knew that the most

microscopic violation to the Father’s law,
impedes the spirit who does it, to enter the
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Kingdom of Heavens again; no leader of all

the epochs of the world, requested to violate
the law; I verily say unto you, children of the
Earth, that none of you shall enter the King-

dom of Heavens again; for you were deceived
and obliged to live in a strange life system;
for the life system that was given to you was

based on force; if there was no force, it would
be the opposite; blind guides were the lead-

ers of their respective life trials; it would have
been better for the leaders of this world, not
to have been leaders; it would have been bet-

ter for them to have renounced on time; for

the wrath of the world shall fall on them;
there is no more tragedy in the life of every

creature, to know that he will not be able to
see his Creator again; to know that he will
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; I

verily say unto you children of the world that
because of your blind guides, who forgot the
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divine laws of the Father, none of you shall

see the Father’s glory again; your blind
guides were the so-called religious and the
capitalists; these demons instead of strug-

gling for another life system, did nothing; for

neither religious nor capitalists requested the
Father, to live in immoral and unfair Com-

mandments; it is more likely for those who

in all the acts that they did in life, did so by

thinking of the Father’s Commandments, to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the selfish-

ness of the leaders, perpetuated selfishness
of the peoples; it is a form of slavery in the

moral sorrow; a form that made and makes

millions of beings unhappy; I verily say unto
you, leaders of the world, that up to the last

molecule of sorrow caused to the children of
the peoples, is paid before the Father; it
would have been better to have renounced

as leaders if your positions represented a
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violation to the Father’s law; everyone had

in the trials of life a free will; but no living
free will requested the Father to violate any-

thing of His divine law; all of you leaders of

the world, did the opposite; the higher positions in the trials of life were not held by the

humble; all of you like the rest of humanity
promised the Creator of the universe, to imi-

tate in the remote Earth, all what their eyes
saw in the Kingdom of Heavens; and every-

one saw that of all the living virtues, the

divine humility is first in the Kingdom of
Heavens; behold an eternal living law of
Father Jehovah’s Macrocosm; a divine Revelation that when it becomes known, in the

remote worlds, makes those who exalted
themselves in strange life systems weep; life

systems that are not written in the Kingdoms
of Heavens; life systems that are not of the
laws of the light; they are systems that came
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out of darkness; which neither agree with the
Commandments nor with the Father’s Scrip-

tures; and he who served laws strange to the
Father’s Scriptures, served the demon; and

he who serves the demon always ends up in

tragedy; he ends up in weeping and gnashing

of teeth; just as it was announced in your

world; no so-called leader who has passed
through this world, has succeeded in enter-

ing the Kingdom of Heavens again; nor shall

any of them enter; in order to enter the

Father’s Kingdom again, which is the place

of origin of each one, one had to pass through
the trials of life, without having violated it
not even in a microscopic part; for no inno-

cence that got to know and lived a strange

life system, has entered the Kingdom of
Heavens again; and you leaders of the world
are guiltier than the rest of the flock; for the

higher a position held in life was, one should
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have exalted the Father more; for thus you

yourselves promised the Father; thus the
entire humanity promised it; no one
requested the Father to lower Him even in

the most minimal; for all knew that he who
lowered the Father’s divine power, does not

see the Father again; you knew all this lead-

ers of the world; you violated the Father’s
law, with first-hand knowledge; there is a
recognized cause up above as well as down

below; up above the solar books of life; down
below the Scriptures and divine Command-

ments of the Father; what is up above is the

same as down below; behold a divine law
requested by you; for everything imaginable

is requested to the Father; you requested the
Father to remind you on the remote planet

Earth what you yourselves requested and
promised in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold

the divine cause of the Father’s Scriptures
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and

Commandments;

you

yourselves

requested to be trialed in the trials of life,

starting from the own Scriptures; that is why
the divine psychology of the Scriptures, is
expressed with difficulty; it costs to under-

stand it from the point of view of every
understanding; this mental difficulty was
requested by you yourselves; for everything

imaginable is requested to the Father; I verily
say unto you that every letter is also living

before the Father; just as the spirit is; for
everything conceivable has the same rights,

in its respective laws, before the Father; every
letter as every number has space, time and

philosophy; just as the spirit has; nobody is
less before the Father; neither the letter or

number, nor the spirit; matter and spirit have

the same rights before the Father; no one is

less before the Father; neither matter nor the
spirit; I verily say unto you that all those who
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studied and searched for the truth in the
Father’s Scriptures, has an award from the
Father; he who searched for it in the knowl-

edge of prophets, has an award of prophet;

but, since everything was created by the

Father, every prophet is the son of the Father;
and there is an infinity of distance between

Father and children; what comes out of the
Father is infinite and eternal; what comes of

out of the prophets is ephemeral, and its
eternity is relative; behold what the strange

searches receive, in strange sciences and
knowledge; for every search is a mental

effort; and you shall be judged by your work;
but, he who searched for the Father in knowl-

edge, which were not the Scriptures, shall
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; this does

not mean that they are condemned; no, in no
way; what happens is that the term of your

promises came out of you yourselves: Above
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everything imaginable; which means: Above
every knowledge alien to the Father’ Scrip-

tures; for one thing is a divine knowledge
which came out of the Father’s divine free

will, and another thing is some knowledge
that came out of another free will; here the

free will is not divided nor is it shared; for it
is a proper right in its attribute and quality;
every living free will, represents the inno-

cence in action; and there is no living eternity
that does not have free will; the own Father
Jehovah has it; and from His divine free will
everything that exists, existed and will exist
is born; for the Father is infinite; everything

imaginable that came out of every free will
of the universe, was created by the Father;
behold he who does not imitate the Father

in the most microscopic in his own way of
being, draws away from the Father; the free

will constitutes the Alpha and Omega of
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every mental beginning; and the entire
Thinking Expansive Universe vibrates in its

geometrical number tuned to each free will;

I verily say unto you that every free will is
composed of microscopic dimensions; they

are so microscopic that no thinking creature
notices it; and when the time in eternity in

which the thinking creature noticed it comes,
he recognizes himself; he gets to the point

of his own knowledge of recognizing his own

hierarchic place in the cosmos; this law shall
take place on Earth, in some more genera-

tions; for every fruit ripens in direction to its
own recognition; this World Alpha or mate-

rialist, is a world that requesting to be tri-

aled, arrives to its end; this strange world

that came out of the strange world of gold,
does not manage to reach the year 2000; for

biblical events, will make the course of history change in this world; I verily say unto
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you that the last and great revolution in this
strange world, is created by the own Creator
of the own world; behold the war of Armageddon; a war that came out of men, accord-

ing to their work; behold a war between two
knowledge; the Father’s and men’s; behold

that the divine presence of the First-born Son
shall provoke in this world that the fornica-

tors and the sort of immoral beings of this

strange life system tremble!! For theirs is the
weeping and gnashing of teeth; behold that

no immoral being shall remain in this world;
no one who divides another, shall remain;
for division and selfishness belonged to a

strange and immoral life system, that
requested to be trialed by the Father; that

strange life system is capitalism; which shall

be called the great beast by the generations
of the future; a beast that never ever under-

stood what real humility was; the beast that
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led a world into tragedy; for it immortalized

the innocence of millions and millions of
children of the Father; the beast that sowed
a reign without taking what is of the Father

into consideration, above everything; the
beast or demon who took the strange form
of life system; behold every beast shall pass;

for no form of demon, shall remain in this
world; the world was trialed; for every spirit

requested to be trialed; and all of you chil-

dren of the Earth were trialed from inside
and out; mental and physically; for man does
not live on bread alone; you are flesh and
spirit; I verily say unto you that the term:
Above everything, requested by you your-

selves, makes it that you should have never

ever violated the Father’s law, not even in
one molecule of flesh; nor even in one sole
virtue; for just one microscopic molecule of

violation or an invisible virtue, would
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complain before the Father; they would com-

plain to have known a strange and unknown
influence; for molecule and virtue requested
to know what is of the Father in their respec-

tive laws; they requested to know what they
requested to be written in the Kingdom of

Heavens; they did not request what would

come out of some violator of the Father’s
law; so it is that no spirit that constituted
itself into people, requested to live in a life

system whose basis was division; I verily say

unto you that all of you requested the Father,
to know diversity and not to get divided; for
only satan divides himself and he divides oth-

ers; no one in this world requested to imitate

satan not even in the most microscopic;
behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of

all those who were guides of peoples; for
every error that came out of oneself, is mul-

tiplied by the number of thinking beings, in
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which one influenced them; every error that

came out of leaders, must be multiplied by

the total number of pores of each body of
flesh; this makes all those who governed by

violating the Father’s law, be in or near the
law of malediction; for the total number of

violations is superior to the own number of
the own molecules of flesh; this is called to

surpass one’s own scale in the Kingdom of

Heavens; behold a law requested by all of
you; for by requesting everyone a planetary

life trial, you requested a severe judgment

above everything; for being it a trial with
first-hand knowledge, you knew that you
would be exposed to fall into sin; behold the
law of malediction shall be a fearful law, in

the weeping and gnashing of teeth; thus it
was in the old world; the ones damned by

the Revelation, were so according to their
work; every damned being dies in total
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isolation; not even his loved ones want to see

him; these creatures shall live in the most
abandoned places of the planet; the world

shall flee from them, as one flees from a pest;
nobody would want to talk to them nor to

look at them; because due to expansive laws,
proper of the Father’s creation, the maledic-

tion falls on the person who talks or looks at

a damned one; the malediction’s darkness
travels through the speech and sight; the
voice and vision are living before the Father;
and every voice and every vision accuses, in

the presence of the Father, every spirit that
made them see and hear, the law of maledic-

tion; for such law was not requested by them;
for they have free will; behold a law that will

make everyone flee; but, it must be received
by those who must receive it; because you
shall be judged by your work; the world of

trials which you are part of arrives to its end;
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moving acts that were never seen, shall shudder the world; and they will be acts not com-

ing out of human laws; for the Father is
infinite in his laws; the Father does not imi-

tate his children; Father Jehovah does not

like his children to go astray; but, everything
that the children request in the Kingdom of

Heavens, is fulfilled up to the most minimal;

the term: Above everything, makes it this
way; I verily say unto you that you were too

severe towards yourselves; you promised the
Father things and facts that were superior to
your own strength; that is why almost every-

body in this world, found and felt many
things that in respect to the Father were to

them a little less than impossible; a strange

faith of those who thought that way; behold

a truth that shows you that one comes to
infinite kinds of life; with different knowl-

edge; for having everyone been born many
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times in remote worlds, you have learnt
many things in different levels; this law is a

cause of the own behavior of every spirit’s
free will; behold one of the causes why the

individualities are not the same in this world;
in the future, in the world Omega, such mar-

vel will be seen; behold that all of you by
coming to this world, having all of you dif-

ferent individualities, you did so with the
divine purpose of achieving within the own

life trial, an egalitarian world; and all of you
in your respective individualities, promised

the Father to oppose mental and physical

resistance to everything that was unequal;
behold no one requested the Father licen-

tiousness in any imaginable form; all prom-

ised the Father on the remote and unknown
planet Earth, to cultivate the same form of

government that their own eyes saw in the

Kingdom of Heavens; behold a universal law
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of infinite expansion; all promise the Father

to expand the light; the same light that saw

them being born many times; for every point
or place in the universe where the creation

of spirits are initiated, are the same suns of
Father Jehovah; behold the houses of Father

Jehovah; the greater houses of the Father;
just as you live in houses down below, they

also live up above; what is up above is the

same as down below; he who distorts the

houses of down below, does not see the
houses up above again; which means that he

will not enter the Kingdom of Heavens again;

behold that the houses in your world, are

houses that came out of a strange life system;
houses where selfishness dwells; certainly

those who lived in those houses, shall not

see the glorious House of Father Jehovah
again; for no one requested the Father to
know such houses; houses that looked at
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others like as stranger; I verily say unto you
children of the world that he who lived self-

ishly in those houses, shall not have a house

out of the Earth; he shall only find selfishness
out of her; just as you lived in palaces and

mansions, while there were others who did

not have where to live, likewise you selfish
in living, shall not have a home in other exis-

tences, in other worlds; for you requested

the Father to pay selfishness with selfishness,
up to the last molecule of moral sorrow that

your selfishness caused on others; behold the

weeping and gnashing of teeth of a world
that got to know selfishness in the houses;

behold the fall of one of the trees that Father
Jehovah did not plant; the form of how one

lived is judged in the new Doctrine, instant

by instant; for being all of you equal in rights

before God, the instants of time also have
the right to be listened to by the Father; there
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is no human work that has no instant in its

time of trials; behold it was written: And he

shall judge all the imaginable things; the

invisible and the visible; for every mind shall
be read by the First-born Son; each one’s
interior is included in the term: Above every-

thing; this term that was requested by your
own selves, is also living before the Father;

His divine philosophy is the most demanding
that exists; and every human thinking shall

confront this philosophy; each letter and
each number is philosophical and living in

the Kingdom of Heavens; just as the human
spirit is; matter and spirit are so; the divine
equality taught by the Father is in His respec-

tive laws; everything taught by the Father is

received by matter and spirit by inheritance;

behold that a new and eternal philosophical
concept is born; in which all the rest remain
subordinated to what comes; for every reign
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has its time; the trials of life trialed many

philosophical concepts; but, none of them
was able to unify the world; for all of them

were influenced by the strange life system of
gold; all got to know a form of illegality,
before the Father; behold everything illegal

said by the Father is eternal; and the illegal
that came out of the human laws, is not; for

everything illegal that this world got to know,
does not remain; certainly that nothing of
the strange life system based on gold remains;
behold the fall son, sent by the Father, that
marks the beginning of the fall of what was

thought of as being unique; just as it was

written that the truth would surprise the
world amidst their chores, just like the sur-

prise that a burglar causes; thus shall the
truth surprise the sustainers of this strange

and unknown life system, too; this fall of a

world that requested to be trialed, is not the
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first; for what is of the Father is not reduced

to just one world; being the inhabited worlds

infinite, infinite are too the stories of the
worlds; for being the entire universe with
equal rights before the Father, is that every

world or sun has its own legend; behold that
every spoken thing becomes a living legend;
for everything that was created has the right

to equality; it has the right to live in the laws
that were requested to the Father; I verily say

unto you that all those who denied or doubted
this or that legend of the cosmos, shall not

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for such
denial goes against their own promises made

to the Father; for no one requested the Father
to lower Him in power; behold the weeping

and gnashing of teeth of many skeptical
beings, who requested the Father to feel the
sensation of skepticism, and not to let them-

selves be carried away by it; for every
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sensation as every molecule, requested to be
trialed by the spirit when the spirit made

living covenants in the suns Alpha and
Omega of the galaxy Trino of the Kingdom

of Heavens; behold a law that explains for
the first time, the cause of evil in the human

spirit; if all the thinking beings of this world

had opposed the appropriate resistance to
evil, this world would have been a little less

than a paradise; but, the strange and immoral
life system, which came out of gold, dis-

tanced all those who had the intention of
doing it; the strange morality of this strange

life system, made the achievement of this
improvement more difficult; and the strange
illusion based on the power of gold, did the
rest; the forgetfulness of the Father’s Commandments and Scriptures was almost com-

plete; I verily say unto you that this strange
illusion, enclosed the human spirit into just
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one present; and he who let himself be influ-

enced by just one present, shall not get to

know more presents; for being every present
living as it is all what was created by the

Father, is that every present complains to the
Father; for every living present knows that

there are other infinite presents; it knows
that its God who created it, is infinite; just

as it was taught to the spirit that his God was
infinite; and knowing that He was infinite,
he disowned Him all the same, in his power

of being everything; I verily say unto you
skeptical beings of the world that you shall

see with your own eyes, everything that you
denied in your life trials; just as skeptical as

you were, so shall you have your weeping

and gnashing of teeth; for every sorrow that
shall come, is proportional to the pride with

which one lived; this pride is measured

according to the degree of forgetfulness that
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one had of the Father’s Scriptures, in the
trials of life; the greater the forgetfulness is,
the greater is the weeping and gnashing of
teeth; for no one requested the Father to for-

get Him, in the remote worlds; behold a uni-

versal weeping and gnashing of teeth; for if

almost the entire world searched for the

Father by means of the so-called religions,

such search came out of the human free will;
for Father Jehovah did not leave religions in
this world; your Father left a Gospel; which
is different; the Father’s Gospel divides no

one; the strange religions divided many for

many centuries; behold the difference
between what is of the Father and what is of

men; the Father’s Scriptures are of the
Father’s divine free will; religions are of the

human free will; when men tried to interpret
the Father’s Scriptures, they invented reli-

gions; and in that form of faith that came out
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of their free wills, they fell before the Father;
for they divided and confused the world of
faith; no one requested the Father to divide
nor to confuse others; for all of you knew in

the Kingdom of Heavens that satan had
divided the Father’s angels, in the Kingdom;

and no one wanted to imitate him in the
most minimal; behold why the search made
with a religious influence, is not of the King-

dom of Heavens; the so-called religions are

unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; as
every philosophy that divides the Father’s

creatures is also unknown on the remote
worlds; behold the weeping and gnashing of

teeth of the so-called Christian world; a

world of faith that divided itself; a world that
served many masters; and got divided a lot;

for no so-called Christian shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for

those who searched for the Father in their
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own Scriptures and laws, to enter the King-

dom of Heavens, than for those who searched
for Him in works and forms of faith, which

came out of other free wills; behold the light

for a confused world; a strange world, in
which all say that they are right; And none
of them has ever been!! For they were blinds
of the consequences of their own actions; I

verily say unto you that no so-called religious

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is
more likely for those who divided no one on

the remote planets to enter the Father’s
Kingdom; it is more likely for a worker who

with his philosophy of work, divided no one,

to enter the Kingdom, than for a religious
who divided many; the most microscopic

mental division, impedes the entrance of
every spirit that generated ideas that divided

others in the trials of life; behold the weeping
and gnashing of teeth of every so-called
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religious; the religious are the great unknown
ones of the Kingdom of Heavens; for no one
knows them; not even a single one has ever

entered; nor any of them shall enter; for the

human request of trials was made above

everything imaginable; all promised the

Father not to violate His divine law above
everything; religions are a product of a

strange life system; this strange form of faith
is the one that the religious should not have

cultivated; for they would not have led the
so-called Christian world to tragedy; from

the precise instant in which this world of
faith, followed them, they sealed their no
entrance to the Kingdom of Heavens; for it
is enough to have violated what was prom-

ised to the Father in a microscopic part, and

the spirit does not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; for everything microscopic whether
it is spiritual or material, is included within
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the promise, known by everyone: Above
everything imaginable; I verily say unto you,

religious beings of the world that every reign
comes to an end; a living end that you your-

selves requested; for everything that is not

known is requested to the Father; including

the own life; I verily say unto you, rock of the
human selfishness that the world that you

created and divided, shall come over you; just
as you divided others, likewise you shall be
divided; with the rod that you measured oth-

ers, you shall be measured; with the same
Scriptures with which you deceived others,

you shall be judged; every false interpretation
of the Father’s Scriptures, shall be consid-

ered as a deceit in the Kingdom of Heavens;
I verily say unto you religious of the world

that each letter of the Father’s Scriptures,
shall accuse you of having used them in a
living deceit; they shall accuse you of having
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violated them in their philosophical requests
of letters; that being their philosophy from

the Father’s light, you made them live in a

strange interpretative morality; they, the

divine letters, which came out of the Father’s
divine free will, were violated in their inno-

cence; no one requested violation in their
request of life; such violation came out of

you, religious of the world; for you casted
the first stone of mental hardness; to inter-

pret what is of the Father came out of you
first; it did not come out of the rest of the

flock; and since the first violation of this

world came out of you, you are the ones who
are more infinitely distant from the Kingdom

of Heavens; those who followed you are
closer to the Father’s Kingdom; and infinitely

much closer are those who did not follow the
so called religions; for their ideas in respect
to the Father, were not divided; they served
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just one Master; behold the difference that

there is between the beliefs of faith that came
out of the spirit, and the belief of what is
mundane; every religious faith, a product of
the human free will, is a mundane faith; for

the human free will acknowledged equally
the rock as the strange life system that came
out of gold; religion and capitalism backed

each other up mutually; and they condemned
themselves mutually; the illusion of the reli-

gious beings was to link a strange faith with
a strange life system; if the so-called capital-

ism was unfair, when the so-called religious
acknowledged it, they perpetuated the injus-

tices to the world; I verily say unto you, reli-

gious of the world, that the roll you played

in the world’s history, was very poor in merit;
it is better in the Kingdom of Heavens a revolutionary than a religious; for the revolution-

aries are prophets who came out of the
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Kingdom, and almost always, they return to
the Kingdom; you religious of the world are

not known in the Kingdom of Heavens by
anyone; for having confused a world in their

faith toward the Father, your spiritual return
is not for the Kingdom; your destiny is once
more out of the Kingdom of the true love.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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EVERY SO-CALLED GOVERNMENT THAT
TOOK AWAY BENEFITS ALREADY ATTAINED,
SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF
HEAVENS; EVERY BENEFIT IS AN AWARD
GIVEN BY THE FATHER; IT IS MORE LIKELY
FOR THE GOVERNMENTS FORMED BY THE
MOST HUMBLE THAT A COUNTRY HAD TO
ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN
FOR THOSE THAT WERE FORMED BY THE
SO-CALLED RICH.Yes little son; no so-called terrestrial govern-

ment shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
for no one made the laws being based on
the Scriptures of Father Jehovah; they made
the laws according to gold; they based them-

selves on wealth; wealth is not known in the
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Kingdom of Heavens; for the celestial equal-

ity reigns there; the celestial communism

with philosophy of children; all men and
women of this world promised the Father
to take the celestial equality to the remote
worlds; but, the demon turned into wealth

got to be extended throughout this world; all

the governments of the Earth were trialed by
the Father; for every spirit is trialed in life;

every trial has its end; the world Alpha or
materialistic has come to its end; the world
that served the god gold; and not the liv-

ing God; for if they had served the living

God, the God of the Scriptures, this world
would not have been divided into so many
nations; only satan divides himself; I verily
say unto you that one sole Nation shall be

formed in this world; as it should have been

since many centuries ago already; this power
shall be developed by all the underdeveloped
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countries of the world; I verily say unto you
that it is embarrassing to the Father to have

to express the term underdeveloped; for the

development in what is material should have
always been equal for everyone; the laws of
life created by the Father, did not take away

from anyone according to how they were

requested; for you are what you requested
to be in the Kingdom; no one requested to
divide a planet, not even in the most micro-

scopic; for all of you knew that nothing
divided enters the Kingdom of Heavens; for
only what is unified comes out of the King-

dom; and it returns unified to the Kingdom;
I verily say unto you that every government
shall never unify this world; for they per-

petuate division based on self-interest; and

it is transmitted from father to son; from
generation to generation; behold a weeping

and gnashing of teeth of many generations;
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for no one who got to know and lived in a

life system which was strange to the laws
of the Kingdom, shall enter in there; it is
more likely for one who never pronounced

the word wealth to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, than for one who pronounced it.-

Yes little son; the drawing represents the

Solar Scales; the fire scales; living scales;
every human spirit of infinite planets earths,

arrive before these divine scales; they had
already been before the solar scales; for every
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spirit is born many times; for what is to be
learnt from the Father’s knowledge, has no

limit; it is the eternity turned into successive
existences; and the spirit remains with the

experience; with the knowledge learnt; it

remains with the salt of life, it constitutes

the salt of life; every idea shines like the suns
shine, for everything is fire; the visible and

the invisible; matter and spirit; everything
that was done becomes radiant; the ideas
magnetize and germinate; when one thinks,
one is generating living magnetism; the idea

represents the first magnetic lines of a future
planet; geometry is first an idea; it is a mind

first; mind and ideas are the first covenant
for the creation of a world; I verily say unto
you that you are microscopic creators; and

so is the Father in a colossal degree; what is

up above is the same as down below; the

creative law is universal; if you create is
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because you have the Father’s inheritance;
and no one is disinherited; behold a Revela-

tion; the force should have never interrupted
in the free will of the beings; for it violated

the eternal succession of the ideas in their
way to perfection; worlds that should have

been paradises, turn into darkness-worlds;
for the ideas are living; if they are violated,

the philosophy that is contained in the idea

of the future planet, will create in its expan-

sive development, such psychology in the
thinking of the creatures of that world; I ver-

ily say unto you that all those who restricted
the ideas of others, have to be judged not
only by the own spirit, they have the same

rights as the spirit has; no one is less before
the Father; neither the invisible idea nor the
most microscopic instant; behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of those who vio-

lated the ideas by using the force; for even
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the own force shall accuse them; there are
many kinds of force; the sublime one is the
force that serves the others; for it is within

the Father’s law of charity; the misused force
feels disinherited of the right that leads to

the Father; and it accuses the author of it;

thus those who wore military uniforms shall
be accused; for they improve the force in

order to kill; they violated the divine mandate

that says: Thou shalt not kill; behold those
who forgot their own promises to the Father;
for no one promised Him to kill anyone; it

would have been better for these violators of
the law not to have requested the trials of

life; for none of them shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; every violation is judged in
the Kingdom; for everything that death con-

ceives has the same right as the spirit has;

the right to be equal is a product of the

Father’s own perfection; a perfection that can
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do anything; I verily say unto you that the
judgment of all those who were big and powerful in this world, shall be a public judg-

ment; for thus they requested it in the
Kingdom of Heavens; it is the weeping and
gnashing of teeth; no one shall remain without his judgment; for every life is inseparable

of its judgment; for every life includes judgment; why are you still in imperfection; with-

out the judgments no one would be careful

of their responsibilities; no one would

advance; you would repeat the existences
without advancing; error would become eter-

nal; I verily say unto you that every error

committed in one sole existence, is paid; idea
by idea; instant by instant; for every instant
is also living; it is within its laws; just as the

spirit is; and all those who took away already
obtained benefits, they will have to return

them; if it is not in this world, it is in another;
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the Father’s justice is as expansive as the

own universe; it is up above and down below;
wherever the spirit requests its judgment, it

is conceded there; nothing is impossible to
the Father; I verily say unto you that all of

you who find yourselves in this world, all
requested to be judged on Earth; and all
those who departed from her, requested to

be judged out of the world of the living; some

up above and some down below; for the
Father’s justice, is worth the same at any
point of the universe that the mind can imag-

ine; behold a law of the spiritual free will; if

the ideas are respected in the place where

you came out of, why were they not respected
in your world? Behold a question that shall

shudder every demon who did not respect

the ideals of others; a question that shall
scare away the great beast of this world; the

beast that has gotten rich by taking away the
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benefits that others strived for; the one that

has always conspired against the nations; the

one that has exploited them mercilessly;
behold the fall of the demon of exploitation;

this beast is North America; which was
tempted by what was given to it; and not

content with what was given to it, it exploited
the others; behold the nation, the meanest

nation of the world; I verily say unto you that
the end of the beast has arrived; poverty is

coming to it; everything that it took away,
shall be taken away from it; for no one was
mandated to have more than another; behold
the fall of the greatest deluder; for because

of the beast, no nation of this world shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; if it will be

taken away from the rest of the nations, more
shall be taken away from the beast; for if the

sinners are punished, a thousand times more

punished are those who because of them
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there were sinners; I verily say unto you that
all the life system that this world has given

itself, shall be judged on Earth and in Heaven;
for it is an immorality before the Father;
some have more and others have less; Were

you not taught that all are equal in rights
before the Father? And if the celestial com-

munism was taught to you, why did you not

imitate it in your life system? You hypocrites
promised the Father to imitate Him in every-

thing; above your own selves; above your
own selves and above every life system; you

created a life system opposite to the morality
taught by the Father; the divine Command-

ments tell you: Thou shalt not steal in any

imaginable way; and you demons stole by
creating the poor; neither rich nor poor are

known in the Kingdom of Heavens; for your

immoral life system is not known either; only
the celestial communism exists with the joy
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proper of a child; the selfish self-interest is

unknown; I verily say unto you that every
second gone by in this immoral life system,
distances you more and more from the King-

dom of Heavens; this constant distancing
only stops when it returns to a more moral

life system; each second lived in a life system
of strange morality, is equivalent to live an

existence out of the Kingdom of Heavens; for
even the seconds claim against immorality,

in the Kingdom of Heavens; everything is
living before the Father; matter and spirit;
and by being living, they claim for justice just

as you claim for it; and every claim is also

living; the highest hierarchy of claiming is

that which claims with honesty and humility;

I verily say unto you that this world shall
enter the epoch of the Final Judgment; a
divine Judgment by living Scripture; a judg-

ment that you yourselves requested when
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you requested the terrestrial life trial; a judg-

ment that was being written and published

for centuries and centuries; and a few cared

for it; for no one in this world has lived
according to the Scriptures; this world has
lived according to money; Who invented it?

It would have been better for him not to have

been born in this world!! For he is the culprit
for this humanity not to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; for you by accepting the capital-

ist life system, you got divided in rich and

poor; and no divided humanity enters the
Kingdom of Heavens; were you not taught
that only satan divides and he divides him-

self? Behold satan turned into a life system;
he was in you yourselves; no divided spirit
with first-hand knowledge of his own acts,
enters the Kingdom of Heavens; nor has any

of them entered; all of you requested the

Father to fulfill His law above everything;
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and you promised Him not to divide your

innocence; for you knew that no divided
spirit has ever entered the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; but, as you were born in his world, you
found yourselves in a life system, in which

it is impossible to keep innocence intact;
behold the drama of this world; a tragedy
provoked by some ambitious beings who cre-

ated wealth; behold the demon dividing with
his false morality; for the morality of every

rich, does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
it is more likely for one who lived with the

morality of poor to enter the Kingdom of

Heavens, than for on who lived with the
morality of rich; the first is closer to the

Father’s divine mandate that says: Thou shalt
earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face; the
latter one is more distant; I verily say unto
you that each act done in life that is the clos-

est to the divine psychology of the Father, is
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the first in entering the Kingdom of Heavens;
for the Father awards the most microscopic
effort as He also punishes the most micro-

scopic fault; Were you not taught that that
God is everywhere? He is also in the micro-

scopic acts; the visible and the invisible; I

verily say unto you that this world requested

the Scriptures just as each one conceived
them in their individualities; each obstacle,

each incomprehension was requested by your
individuality; for you were trialed by the
Father starting from the own Scriptures;
behold the trials of life in its greatest expres-

sion; to understand the Father above every-

thing, is the supreme; for it is more likely for
those who searched for Him and understood
Him according to the Scriptures to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you

that it is more likely for one who learned just
one letter of the Father’s Scriptures to enter
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the His Kingdom, than for one who did not
learn anything; the first one gave the Father

an opportunity to award him; the latter one

did not give Him any opportunity; for being
the Father everywhere, He is also inside and

outside of a microscopic letter; behold a
weeping and gnashing of teeth of those who
had the Scriptures at hand, and did not give

it any importance; and those who knowing

about them, never searched for them; I verily
say unto you that this generation shall curse
the others; for they received the inheritance
from them; the children shall curse their par-

ents for teaching them customs of a life sys-

tem that impedes them from entering the
Kingdom of Heavens; and the parents shall

curse their parents, accusing them likewise;
behold your deceivers; the followers of the
serpent that deceived Eve in the Paradise; I

verily say unto you that the Father’s justice
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shall start from the greatest culprits of your

tragedy; for thus they requested it in the
Kingdom of Heavens; that is why it was writ-

ten: Every big one shall be despised; and
every humble exulted; he who had more,
what he should have never had shall be taken

away from him; for no one requested the
Father to have more than another; nor any-

one requested to be a victim of the one who
had more; I verily say unto you that individu-

als and nations who were rich, shall remain

in the greatest poverty; with the rod that they
measured others, they shall be measured;

they were the creators of poverty in this
world; they shall live being measured; they
shall live in their own flesh what they made

others live; and every despised poor shall be

satiated; for thus they requested it to the
Father in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold

what will come over this generation; there is
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no time that is not fulfilled in the times of

the worlds; for every time is living and it
requested the end of times; the end is also

living, its philosophy is the return to the past;
I verily say unto you that your world never

had peace, for the demons of every wealth,

never refrained their own thirst; and the

Father’s judgment, surprised them; these
demons were warned through many centu-

ries; but no one paid any attention to the
divine warning; because of every ambitious

being of this world was it written: It is more
likely for a camel to pass through a needle’s
eye, than for a rich to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; the ambitious beings never won-

dered for the reason of their own judgment;
I verily say unto you that all those who were

warned by the Father’s Scriptures and did
not heed them, shall not enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; likewise shall they be treated
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with indifference out of the Earth; I verily say
unto you that when no ambitious being
remains in this world, the Earth shall find its
happiness; for the poor would have disap-

peared; equality shall reign; and equality that

only existed in an era before the arrival of the

pharaonic demons; it was these damned
beings who transmitted the ambition for gold
to the people of Israel; the tragedy of this
world, started from the eyes; then it passed

on to the mental calculation; covetousness
and shrewdness completed the ambition; at

the beginning gold was seen as an art; greed

hurried the possession; the self-interested,
the traders, the pawnbrokers, the usurers,

the financiers, the bankers emerged since the

pharaonic era; all the known range of thieves
emerged; those who have never allowed the

unity of the beings of this world; behold
satan’s legion; some remained up above and
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others requested to come down below; those
who you got to know requested the Father

to know a world of the light; a world whose

life system they did not know; they requested
to be born again on a remote planet called
Earth; they requested to be trialed in their

own weakness; for every perfection is

achieved by being born again; the knowledge

of what one has to learn, has no limit nor
shall it ever have it; one sole existence is
microscopic; it is one of the infinite determi-

nations that the spirit takes for getting to
know what he does not know; since what is
of the Father has no limits, what He offers
his children has no limits either; I verily say

unto you that he who did not praise the
Father’s power on Earth, shall not enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one
who praised his Creator to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who did not
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praise Him; I verily say unto you that no
indifferent being should expect anything
from the Father; for indifference is also liv-

ing; it requested to be trialed and got united

to a determined spirit; indifference should
have been that which was indifferent to

temptation; not toward the Father; behold
why the indifference’s complaint; it has the

same rights as your spirit has; behold a law

that is the same to your 318 virtues; your
virtues’ equality creates the spiritual com-

munism; which is a microscopic hierarchy
that came out of the celestial communism;

what is up above is the same as down below;
I verily say unto you that the terrestrial com-

munism, has just been stopped for an instant
on Earth; by a philosophy that not being of
the Father, was trialed; and it has arrived to

the end of its trial; it is the end of the world

Alpha or materialistic; all the centuries gone
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by of this world, represent just an instant of
the divine time of the Father; a celestial sec-

ond is equivalent to a terrestrial century; to
your Father Jehovah, this world has been cre-

ated just an instant ago; what seems to you

a heavy burden, it is just an sparkle seen from
the Kingdom of Heavens.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 52.- 		
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EVERYTHING THAT WAS SQUANDERED BY
A PEOPLE IN A POPULAR GOVERNMENT
BELONGS TO THE PEOPLE; FOR NO ONE
WAS MANDATED TO HAVE MORE THAN
WHAT A HUMBLE HAD.Yes little son; no spirit was mandated to have

more than what Father Jehovah’s humble

had; for everyone knew that possession does
not lead to the Father’s Kingdom; when this

humanity requested the trials of life, they
requested it in order to fulfill the Scriptures’

laws; and not the laws of money; for money
and possession are not known in the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you that

those who criticized the people who earned

a salary, they criticized their own rights; why
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did you not criticize those who had more
than what was mandated to have? Hypo-

crites of the world! None of you shall enter

the Father’s Kingdom; if the humble of this

world are first before the Creator, this world

has given them the last; and having them
given them the last, many hypocrites try to

take it away from them; I verily say unto
you that your corrupted life system, based
on gold is not of Father Jehovah’s pleasure;
and you shall be uprooted from this world’s
evolution; and being this strange life sys-

tem, illegal before the Father, all those who
criticized any people, calling them squan-

derers, are damned; And woe betide those
who talk to any damned one! For the same

law falls into them by the voice; this law of
malediction was requested by he own cul-

prits before leaving the Kingdom of Heavens;
these Hypocrites, slaves of money, told the
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divine Father: Eternal Father, if we criticize

your humble on that remote planet called

Earth, may your malediction in justice, fall on
us; therefore, this law is an already requested
law in the Kingdom; and it must be applied
on those who criticized peoples that tried to

apply their own philosophes; I verily say unto
you that all those who did not let a mandate

elected by the people finish, are damned;
these demons of violation of others’ rights,

must add up all the seconds of the total time

that was stolen from mandate; each second of
the stolen time is equivalent to living an exis-

tence out of the Kingdom of Heavens; these

Hypocrites make others call them Christians;
behold the false prophets of my Scriptures;

no false Christian shall enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; I know little son that you are

thinking about the events that took place in
your country; I verily say unto you that all
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these assassins of the force, are damned; as

all those who knocked down governments,

violating the Father’s mandates; there is a
little time left for these demons who abused

a mundane trust that was deposited on them;
I verily say unto you that the so-called force
of this world, has its days numbered; for
the presence of the Revelation in this world

will make the creatures’ form of thinking of

the entire planet change; I verily say unto
you, followers of the force, that the weeping

and gnashing of teeth shall start with you;
your military philosophy is unknown in the

Kingdom of Heavens; and not a single one of
those who wore the so-called uniforms, shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens.-
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Yes little son; this drawing shows that every

idea that each creature generates, is collected
in space by the flying saucers; just as it is
seen in the drawing, the ideas are colorful;
for the eyes of the thinking being were influ-

enced by nature’s colors; I verily say unto you
that everything that the eyes see, remains

impregnated in each physical idea that travels
to the cosmos; the ideas become life before

the Father; for the entire universe requested

life to the Father, in their respective laws;

matter and spirit requested; were you not
taught that your God is infinite? Infinite
means that He can turn into reality every-

thing that an imagination can imagine; it
means that everything exists; and what it
cannot be confirmed in a determined world,

there are other worlds; the children of this

planet think every day as if they were the
only ones who exist; they forget that no one
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is unique in anything imagined; they forget

that what is of the Father has no end; behold

a world that thought of itself as being unique;
even though they had the endless universe

at sight; behold the weeping and gnashing

of teeth of millions of blinds, who seeing that
the universe had no end, doubted the Father’s

infinity; no one requested the Father to doubt

Him, on the remote planets; I verily say unto
you that none of those who doubted the

Father’s power, not a single one of them shall
enter the Kingdom; they deluded you; none

of you shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
neither you as spirits nor your inheritance,

which are the ideas; every idea that came out
of the spirit who violated the Father’s law,
accuses to its Creator that because of him, it

cannot enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold
a world that shall weep for all the ideas that
it generated; and I verily say unto you that it
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is enough for you to have created just one
sole evil idea in life, and you shall not enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; for the Father’s
justice is the same for everyone; for the colos-

sal as well as for the microscopic; and the
most microscopic that you can imagine are
your own ideas; the most insignificant one

does not let anyone who thought of himself
as being unique, enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; I verily say unto you that such rigorous-

ness was requested by your own selves; you
requested the Father to fulfill in this world

the greatest morality that your mind can

imagine; and you requested to be judged with
the same morality; you requested it above
everything; for all of you saw with no excep-

tion, the common morality of the Kingdom

of Heavens; you saw that money is not known
there; you saw that everything was common
to everything; and you promised the Father
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to imitate what is of the Kingdom, on the
remote planet; if you did not imitate it, it is

because of the so-called capitalists; they
deluded you with their gold; they made you
forget the Scriptures; and even disown the
Father; behold the weeping and gnashing of

teeth of a world that was deceived; this deceit
was announced to you many centuries ago

already; it was written: And be careful of the

tree of the science of good and evil, it is the

comfort that gold gives; it is the own science
of capitalism; it is the materialized illusion
with violation of the Father’s laws; for this

science that came out of the laws of gold, was
not requested by anybody in the Father’s
Kingdom; all of you requested Father Jehovah to live like brothers as possible, in a com-

mon and universal philosophy; imitating
what was seen in the Kingdom of Heavens;

along with that request , you requested to be
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trialed in all your imperfections; promising
the Creator of the universe not to let yourselves be overcome by them; trials and inten-

tion; your request of life is summarized; and

in everything that was requested, you
requested forgetfulness of the past; so that

the trials of life were more authentic; this
Revelation is the complement of the divine
parable that says: Thou shalt earn thy bread

on the sweat of thy face; for knowing your
Father Jehovah every future to be material-

ized in His creatures, He saw the strange life
system called capitalism; He saw the deceit

and delusion that would come out to meet

you as the centuries passed by; He saw all
the injustice and immorality of this life sys-

tem; He saw how the exploitation of man by
man, disguised itself with a mantle of legal-

ity; He saw how a world would be subdued

by the use of force to this shameful system;
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for the so-called armed forces emerged from
this strange life system; without which the
ambitious would not perpetuate their privi-

leges; behold the demons of the world;
behold the damned ones of the world; for

nothing shall remain of them; behold the
spirits who lived in the pharaonic era; who

still keep their evil inclinations; for every
spirit is born again; it has had and it shall

have many experiences; evil inclinations
many times last for many existences; going

through many degrees; I verily say unto you

that those who created capitalism for this
world, are the most backward spirits of the
planet; for neither their world that they created nor their followers, shall enter the King-

dom of Heavens; nothing of them shall

remain in this world; the same shall occur to

them as it happened to them in the past;
when they created slavery in the popular
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pharaonic era; every spirit requests the
Father to return to a same world where it
was before; it requests it in order to mend

debts, in the same place where the facts took
place; facts that took place in existences that
have been fulfilled already; behold that the
culprits of the tragedy for you not to be able

to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, they have

done it at every instant in the time of their

reign; second by second; for you generate
ideas that violate the laws of the Father
instant by instant; and for each instant, for
each second, for each idea, you are getting

farther and farther away from the Kingdom

of Heavens; for each instant, second or idea
is an existence that must be fulfilled out of

the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the justice
that you yourselves requested; you were rig-

orous with your own selves; I verily say unto
you that when your spirit is born again, it
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does it by requesting to mend errors that

took place in the instants, seconds or ideas,
which corresponded to the previous exis-

tence; from one sole existence lived, there
are as so many others to live as instants, sec-

onds or ideas that were violated; behold that

from evil, your Father Jehovah takes out
light; for by purging the evil that you did in

your past, you improve yourselves at the
same time; good and evil run parallel to the
instants lived; they alternate the position of

the free will; this quality lasts while one
purges the error of the past; for the kinds of
life in their attributes and qualities, have no

end; on the contrary, the more ideas a crea-

ture generates, more attributes and qualities
of life he is generating; his Heaven shall be

more varied; for each one makes his own

heaven; for from each generated idea, a future

world is born with its respective space which
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will surround it; and which shall be called
sky; I verily say unto you that all those who

generated ideas in which he did not consider
the Father above everything; he created
future worlds that will not know the Father’s
Glory; for the creative cause did not recognize Him; every inheritance is expansive; it
is transmitted in the individuals and in the

worlds; every idea being invisible for being

tiny, influence in those that will be colossal
planets; behold from the microscopic, your
Creator takes out the everything above every-

thing of each world and of the own universe;

the divine idea of the Father is to unify every
one of you; in your respective life requests;
that is why He leaves his Scriptures to each

world; but, when the worlds do not take Him
into account, they create their own tragedy;

for the culprits drag along with them all the

generations of creatures who follow them
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and imitate them in their erroneous laws; it
is what happened to your world; that is why

it was announced to you a weeping and
gnashing of teeth; I verily say unto you that
in the eternity of the worlds, the same hap-

pens; because of a few, the rest is condemned;
in your world such fact took place; because

of a few ambitious beings, you fell too;
because in a great or minor degree, you got

to know temptation; and it is enough to
know one thing that should have never been

known, and one does not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; it is more likely for one who
never heard the word ambition to enter the

Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who heard
it; for such fact is also living in the Kingdom
of Heavens; and being a violation, it harms
the spirit; just to listen to what should have
never ever been listened to, is sufficient for

not entering the Kingdom of Heavens; and I
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verily say unto you that it is just enough to
think of one single bad word, without speak-

ing it, and one does not enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; if one utters it, the debt is
greater; behold where the immoral beings of
your life system have led you to; the punish-

ment for these demons is condemnation; for
the points accumulated against them, escapes
every calculation; for there shall not be any
human creature that will not have an accusa-

tion against them; they, in their excessive
ambition, fascinated entire generations of
this world with the brightness of gold; a
demoniac fascination; for no fascinated one

of this world shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; I verily say unto you that the socalled capitalism, has its days numbered; it

shall fall blind in the spiritual laws, until the
last instant of its disastrous reign; because

of these demons of ambition was it written:
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Blinds leading other blinds; for only them

attributed themselves to try a life system;
Did they not crush other ideals by qualifying
them as immoral? These blind beings of
things of the future, casted the first stone of

hoarding of life system; these blind beings,

despite their seeing the injustices of their
own life system through the centuries, they

never renounced to it; behold a blindness
that is in the law of malediction; a law of the

spirits of evil; behold the greater weeping
and gnashing of teeth; behold the agony of

satan in this world; for there is no other one;
I verily say unto you that your own life sys-

tem, was your own yoke; your vale of tears;
because of the selfishness of a few; who dis-

covered in gold the way of keeping their
immoral appetites; for you got to know a life

system that was corrupted from its basis; the

creators of capitalism generated it by
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spiritual weakness; for these ambitious
beings know nothing of the Father’s eternal

philosophy; the concept that they have of the
Father is enclosed in an ephemeral present

that influenced in millions of His children;

who had a more infinite concept of the
Father; behold the mental fall of those who

followed the laws of the most backward that

this world has known; so backward were they
that none of those who got to know them,
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens.-
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ALL THOSE WHO DID NOT RECOGNIZE A
LAW OF PROGRESS OF OTHER GOVERNMENTS, SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; NO ONE REQUESTED
THE FATHER, TO ATTEMPT AGAINST THE
PROGRESS CREATED BY OTHERS.Yes little son; progress is as living as the own
virtues; before the Father, everything imag-

ined acquires life; progress complains against
those who annulled it; I verily say unto you
that every little evolved spirit who annulled

laws for the benefit of the so-called rich, shall
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for you
were warned by the Scriptures that no rich
would enter the Kingdom; I verily say unto

you that only those who abolished laws in
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order to favor the humble, shall enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; for by doing it, they
only favored what is of the Father; and not
men’s interests; every humble is first in the

Kingdom of Heavens; they have authority in

them; and every humble asks for awards to

the Father, for the one who favored them on
the remote planet; I verily say unto you that

according to the biblical sentence that says:

It is more likely for a camel to pass through a
needle’s eye than for a rich to enter the King-

dom of Heavens, no human creature should
have treated with them; because for having

treated with them, no one of this world shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; first is what

is of God; last is what is of men; I verily say

unto you that all those who abolished laws

that favored the poor, must add up all the
seconds gone by, from the precise instant of

the abolition up to the instant of repentance;
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this is called in the Kingdom of Heavens, an

attempt against the equality conceded by the
Father; Were you not taught that all are equal
in rights before the Father? Why then did
you create a life system whose characteristic

is inequality? Behold a question that shall
shudder the world of injustice; a question
that shall distance you more from the world

of the righteous; for there is no human creature that has no accusation to make against

the creators of the exploitative capitalism;

for each human creature, the creators of
capitalism, have to add up for themselves,

all the seconds lived in injustice; certainly
the followers of gold are condemned once
more; they did the same in many existences;
for every spirit is born again; I verily say

unto you that the so-called capitalism has
its days numbered; the biblical events that
were prophesied since many centuries ago,
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are at the door; what they never imagined
in this world is about to take place; Father

Jehovah’s Revelation is already on Earth; I
verily say unto you that it should have been
made known to the world a long time ago;
but, they hid the truth from the world; the

world shall confirm it; the same ones who
call themselves the Father’s emissaries, hid

it; they were trialed by the Father; the world’s
wrath shall fall on them; for because of them
this humanity is still farther from the Kingdom of Heavens.-
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Yes little son; Father Jehovah’s justice is done
by living Doctrine; a Revelation written for

the living; the dead meet the same justice;

those who were in this world; for what is
up above is the same as down below; in the

celestial drawing one can see the divine scales

of living fire; these scales are in the entire

created universe; in the microcosm and in
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the macrocosm; in gigantic universes and in

microbe universes; for everything imagined

is an infinite universe; the term that was

taught to you: God is everywhere, means that
He is in everything imagined; the solar scales

are in everything that you imagine; for no
one is disinherited in everything imagined;
even those who do not believe, have in the

universes of the no belief the scales of the
Father’s justice; I verily say unto you that he

who did not believe, no one in the worlds
of the light shall believe in him; every idea

that was thought in this life, accompanies the
spirit in his return to the point where he was
created; for after having trialed a form of life
on some remote planet, one has to return in
order to be awarded or punished; the latter

one was requested by every human spirit; for
everything is requested in the Kingdom of
Heavens; the own life and its events; no one
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comes out of the Kingdom without having

requested it; there is a divine control of all the
worlds in the Father’s living universe; par-

ticipating in it the flying saucers; which are
one of the infinite forms of ships of the uni-

verse; for as much as these ships may amaze

you, they are not the only ones; for what is of
God has no limits in anything imagined; the

crew of the silvery ships look for solar out of

times, the beginning of the Father; they have
never found it, nor shall they ever find it; in
this eternal search, they gain eternally in uni-

versal experience and perfection; one of their

fascinating cosmic experiences is to discover

unknown worlds; they are powers who enjoy
their own laws; just as you enjoy yours; every
power up above as well as down below have

their divine Commandments to fulfill; for no

one mandates himself in the universe; in any
point he is in; to the Father, the planets are
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suspending points in space; for being Him in
everything and in everyone, He is in any form
of reduction; He can reduce the entire uni-

verse to the most microscopic form that your
mind can imagine; I verily say unto you that
the reality of the flying saucers to you, shall

bring you weeping and gnashing of teeth;
for many skeptical beings mocked at them;

and every mockery is paid; no one requested
the Father to mock at anyone; the skeptical

beings’ mockery is a public judgment; the

accusers are solar hierarchies; who do not do
anything in the occult; for they do not know

occultism, in its most minimal expression;
to do occult things is an earthly psychology;
it is not celestial; the skeptical and mocking
shall be ashamed; since nothing is done in

the occult in the Kingdom of Heavens, is that
the dead shall be resurrected; all those who

were murdered shall return to life in order to
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accuse their murderers; I verily say unto you

that you shall witness indescribable scenes
at the cemeteries of the world; and in every

place where there was a burial; the demons
who killed others shall be filled with dread;

just as it happened in the past; Hypocrites

of every kind shall be judged; many of them
played the rectors of nations in life; just as it

happened, little son, in your flock; Hypocrites

who trampled the law of God; thus shall
they be ashamed in public judgments; those

spirits should have never stained their hands
with innocent blood; for no one requested
the Father neither to kill nor to destroy; I ver-

ily say unto you that there have been many
murders in the world; no one stood up for

defending the Father’s morality; everyone
defended mundane interests; selfishness of

the moment; he who killed or ordered to kill,

is damned; and he who talks to a damned
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one, the damnation shall fall on him; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of all the

murderers of the world; behold those who
shall die of despise from the world; behold

the end of every bloodthirsty one; behold
the last ones of this world, who violated the
divine Commandment that says: Thou shalt

not kill; behold the reign of satan; behold

the last gesture of the demon; I verily say

unto you that you shall see such facts in your

existences; for you requested to see them;
this world shall be transformed according
to the Father’s Scriptures; and not accord-

ing to men; the Father always triumphs over

every darkness; when your world did not take
Him into account in the formation of the life
system, it turned into a planetary darkness;

you perpetuated the violation yourselves;
you transmitted it from father to son; from

generation to generation; the demon of
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capitalism deluded you; instead of making

you exalt what is of the Father, he taught
you to exalt what is of gold; he taught you
to do the opposite, by which one comes to
life; this world shall enter to a new era; the
solar era; the First-born Solar Son’s era; the
era that was announced to you in the Scriptures; and he shall return shining like a sun

of wisdom; it was written many centuries
ago already; I verily say unto you that he who
did not get ready for the return of the Son of
God, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; the return is living; and it complains
before the Father of everything that looked

at it with indifference; behold that this world
formed in themselves a false and erroneous

concept of the Father’s true morality; for
everything was done with self-interest; with

hypocrisy; with ignorance; with evil; with

distrust; with deceit; this world cultivated
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a strange morality; an unknown morality
in the Kingdom of Heavens; a morality that

is immoral; for this strange morality does

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; only
the morality that was given to you, enters

the Kingdom of Heavens; the morality of
the Commandments and Scriptures of the
Father; he who did not cultivate such moral-

ity in his individuality, shall not enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; never has the opposite
to what was taught in the Kingdom entered

the Kingdom; for disobeying the Father is

unknown in the Kingdom; disobedience is
born on the remote planets; it is not born in

the Kingdoms of Glory; this world because

of the capitalists and the religious beings,

shall not enter the Father’s Glory; for in
their respective trials that they requested the
Father, they violated the Father’s law; both

divided humanity with their philosophies;
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it would have been better for them not to
have requested such trials; for there would

not be any accusations against them; I verily
say unto you that every capitalist and every

religious being, shall have a public judgment;
for they exalted themselves in the destinies
of a world; who knew that a Final Judg-

ment was announced to them; behold the
end of those who taught the false modesty;
the false humility; for they served two gods;

they served two masters; in circumstances
that they had to serve one God only; behold

the weeping and gnashing of teeth of the
modern Pharisees; of the rock of the human
selfishness; of the mental hardness; of those

who never believed in anything; only in the

pride of believing that they were unique; in
circumstances that they are the last on the
scale of the human evolution.Nº 68.-
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ALL THOSE WHO REQUESTED IN THEIR
DESTINIES TO RULE OVER NATIONS, ALL
THE INJUSTICE THAT THEY PROVOKED,
FALLS ON THEM, FOR IGNORING THE
FATHER’S SCRIPTURES; THEY SHOULD
HAVE NEVER PERMITTED THAT SOME HAVE
BEEN RICH AND OTHERS POOR, IN THE
FLOCK; FOR IT WAS TAUGHT IN A UNIVERSAL FORM THAT ALL ARE EQUAL IN RIGHTS
BEFORE THE FATHER.Yes little son; so it is; the greatest guilt of this
world falls on the so-called presidents, kings,
heads of state; because of them the world
lived and still lives an era of exploitation;
Why did they not renounce their positions,

before violating God’s law; Behold a question
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that the generations of the future shall ask
themselves; Why were they so blind? I ver-

ily say unto you that it would be a thousand

times better to them to have renounced

before violating the Father’s divine mandate;

none of those who were presidents, kings
or head of state, shall enter the Kingdom of

Heavens; nor has any of them entered; these

demons violated their own promises made to

the Father; all those who violate the Father’s
law, in any degree, is qualified as demon in

the Kingdom of Heavens; this law is the same
for everyone; for you were told that all are
equal in rights before the Father; this equality is for the light as well as for darkness; for

the award or for the punishment; according

to each other’s work; every leader who ruled
the destinies of every nation, must add up

all the seconds of the time in which he gov-

erned with rich and poor; neither rich nor
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poor are known in the Kingdom of Heavens;

nor a life system based on the power of gold;

you are certainly a strange world; for you did
things according to you; and not according
to the Father; the trials of life consisted in

overcoming every strange morality, to the
Father’s morality; you false prophets per-

petuated the strange morality that came out

of gold; you fell in the trials of life; a trial
requested by your own selves; the fall means
that you do enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

you did not defend what is of the Father,
above everything; behold what the illusion
of an ephemeral life did to you; whose goal

was to become rich; I verily say unto you that
you shall recognize your spiritual tragedy
with tears in the eyes; for a new world shall
replace yours; all your strange morality, all

your plans, projects and purpose shall pass

to the dust of oblivion; you are entering the
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Final Judgment; a judgment that starts from a
Doctrine, and ends revolutionizing nature; a

final judgment, requested by you yourselves;
you blinds of the true spirituality shall be the
protagonists of the weeping and gnashing of
teeth, announced in the Father’s Scriptures;

it was your turn here on this Earth; other

infinite human spirits’ turn was on other
planets earths; for what is of the Father is

not reduced to just one sole world; what is of

the Father can never be calculated; I verily say
unto you, children of the Earth, that every

big one of this world shall envy the dead; for

everything shall be taken away from them;

no one forced them to have more than what

was mandated; it was mandated to cultivate
equality; and you cultivated inequality; you
did the opposite in your way of living; since

you did the opposite, the divine justice of the
Father is also opposite to what you thought;
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every violation to the Father’s mandate, finds
its fair measurement in justice; whichever
the form in which you imagined the viola-

tion may be; I verily say unto you that the

Father acts in the worlds, as if the worlds
had fulfilled His laws; sorrow comes out of
your own selves; for you are disobedient; it
is just enough to have violated the Father’s

laws for just one second in life, and one does
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of all the

deluded beings of this world; of all those who
dreamed of becoming rich above everything;

forgetting that the term: Above everything
belongs only to the Father; for every project

imagined in any mind, becomes living before
the Father; for it came out of the Father; the

term: Above everything means that every life
should have been molded in such way that it
exalted the Father’s Commandments, above
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everything; but, you leaders and kings of the
world, were just like the rest; blinds leading

other blinds; ; behold your condemnation; for
as many points of darkness fall back on you
as it is the total addition of pores, cells and
molecules of an entire nation; plus the total
number of virtues of each one; each human
creature has 318 virtues in his thinking.-
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Yes little son; it is just as you sensed it since
you were a child; the great condemned ones
are the creators of the life system based on

gold; this system which is called capitalism

is the living immorality; for millions and mil-

lions of beings, got to know and lived the

immoralities that came out of this strange
life system; strange because it is not known

in the Kingdom of Heavens; nor does it figure
in the Father’s Scriptures; I verily say unto

you that everything unknown that there was
in this world, nothing shall remain of it; for

what is unknown of the worlds was not written in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the

meaning of the divine parable said by the

Father: Every tree that was not planted by the
Father, shall be uprooted; the so-called capi-

talism is one of those trees; in the Kingdom
of Heavens they are used to calling trees the

living philosophies of the thinking beings;
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philosophical trees; every tree ends up into
a galaxy; a galaxy that shall never ever stop
getting expanded; such is the expansive uni-

verse of Father Jehovah; light and darkness

never stop getting expanded; I verily say unto
you that all those who thought as capital-

ists, expanded darkness starting from their

own ideas throughout eternity; it is called
darkness because in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens no life system based on gold is written;
the Father’s laws do not contradict them-

selves; evil and inequality are born from the
creatures’ free will; they are not born from

the Kingdom; behold a light that shall shudder every culprit; for it is the end of them;

the Final Judgment explains it to them by
intellectual understanding; the explanation

comes out of the own living laws of nature;

the everything above everything came out of
a same law; when Father Jehovah manifests
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Himself in some world, the entire nature of

such world subordinates to His divine man-

date; this means that justice is coming to the
world; and no human law can impede it; it is
the same that happened in the past; a new

doctrine always remains; I verily say unto
you that the Doctrine of the lamb of God
is the last one that this world shall receive;
and it was the first in the past of the Earth;

behold an immense light to the human

understanding; the last and the first is the
Eternal, Who beats the human relativity of
matter and spirit; behold the greatest intel-

lectual polemic of the world; you are trialed

up to the last instant of the Revelation; therefore, be careful of your tongue, eyes and ears;
I verily say unto you that Father Jehovah’s
Revelation is not subject to the human free

will; for the Father has free will, and free will
the children; what is up above is the same
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as down below; the events that are hovering

over this world, are events of the Final Judg-

ment; events that were requested by your

own selves; for everything is requested in
the Kingdom of Heavens; even the final judg-

ments are requested; in their most minimal
details; I verily say unto you that just as you

acted in life, thus shall be your judgment;

justice comes out of your own selves; you
yourselves are the constructors of your joy

and sorrow; for you yourselves generated
ideas; to generate ideas is the first spiritual
responsibility before the Father; for the humblest that comes out of you are the invis-

ible ideas; Were you not taught that every
humble is the first in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens? Therefore, Father Jehovah judges you
by starting from your way of thinking; every

thinking is composed of ideas; I verily say
unto you that being the ideas the first before
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the Father, your destiny pends on them; from
what was thought of having no importance,

the most important for the thinking creature
is born; from what the ideas say before the

Father, depends if the spirit enters the Kingdom of Heavens or not; everything imagin-

able becomes living before the Father; and
among what was imagined are the ideas that

you yourselves generated; and there is no
imagination that is not subordinated to its
own ideas; behold the light for each individu-

ality; since for each form of thinking, there is
a form of justice; and all the justice that the
mind can imagine, comes out of a sole one;

they come out of the Father; being the Father

in everything imagined, He is in every justice;
and He is at the same time in Himself; I verily
say unto you that he who denied the Father,

left without inheritance his entire everything

above everything; he left without inheritance
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his ideas, virtues, pores of flesh, hair, cells,

etc.; he left everything that he was in himself
without an inheritance; everything that he
was in matter and spirit; behold the weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth of every skeptical

being; I verily say unto you that every skep-

ticism always turns into tragedy, in all the
worlds of the universe; skepticism does not

lead to anything; when one does not believe

in the light, darkness claims for the spirit;

for they see him hesitating; all those who
were skeptical, shall not enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; for they did not believe in them;

the same ideas that underwent the influence
of denial, on the spirit part, shall accuse him

in the Kingdom of Heavens; amidst tears and

sobs, the ideas shall ask for justice to the
Father; they are male and female ideas; for

the ideas have sex; no one is disinherited;
neither the invisible nor the visible; neither
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matter nor the spirit; behold the knowledge

of this world opens up, another knowledge;

the knowledge from which all that is known
came out of, including the earthly creature

and knowledge; a divine knowledge that shall
transform this world into a new world; I ver-

ily say unto you that your world with all its

advances, shall remain like a primitive world
in comparison to the new world; the future
generations shall be telepathic creatures;

they will not need your communication
equipment; telepathy has no limits; every

telepathic creature can do it from any point of
the universe; the creatures of the future shall
be eternal; for they will have surpassed the

physical magnetization of the resurrection of
the flesh; it shall be a world in which death

shall be the great unknown; those beings
will wonder, How would be that that was
called death?
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ALL THOSE WHO PROCLAIMED THAT THE
DESTINY OF A NATION DEPENDED ON
LUCK, SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVENS; THE SO-CALLED DEATH IS
UNKNOWN IN THE FATHER’S KINGDOM;
IN THE KINGDOM THEY KNOW LAWS THAT
WERE GIVEN AS SCRIPTURES TO THIS
WORLD.Yes little son; the so-called luck is the great
unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; luck
has no illustrated destiny; it is a relative of
fate; it is irresponsible; all those who pro-

nounced it in life, shall not enter the King-

dom of Heavens; no one requested the Father
to do things in life by fate; no one requested

the so-called luck; for no one knew it in the
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Kingdom of Heavens; being luck unknown in

the Kingdom of Heavens, it belongs to darkness; every idea that came out of some spirit

who pronounced the word luck, wanders to
luck or randomly in the infinite spaces; the
thought influences in the ideas in a mag-

netic form; according to how one thought
in life, is the destiny of the ideas generated
by the mind; the totality of ideas that were

generated in life, is called the salt of life; for
the ideas contain the galactic seeds of future
worlds; the ideas are expansive and geomet-

ric; just as the Thinking Expansive Universe

of Father Jehovah is; I verily say unto you that
those who created luck by thought, follow

the same destiny out of the Earth; because of
them, the ideas influenced by the term luck,

whine in darkness; they do not find their own
destiny; I verily say unto you that you sin by
voluntary ignorance; for the majority of you
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was mundane in life; you let yourselves be
influenced by the illusion created by the fol-

lowers of gold; you entertained yourselves
in the ephemeral; and you did not search
for what is eternal; if you had searched for

what is eternal, no mouth would pronounce
the word luck; luck is a synonym of doubt
in the own faith; luck has never favored any-

one; for it constitutes a form of doubt in the

trials of life; luck has neither spiritual nor
moral responsibility; that is why luck is not

known in the Kingdom of Heavens; every
form of doubt is unknown; I verily say unto

you that every spirit that condemned ideas to

luck, has to render account before the Father;
behold the beings of strange morality; behold
the ignorant of the world; behold those who

shall weep for not having gotten illustrated in
the Father’s Scriptures; to the mentally aban-

doned; to those who never imagined that
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they had to render account of all their acts,
some day; behold a surprised world; as sur-

prised as the surprise that a burglar causes; a
world that was surprised in the own mental
acts that they requested in the Kingdom of

Heavens; a world that did not make an effort
in their own trials; a world that let itself be

carried away by the influence of a strange life
system; a world made of an immoral illusion;

a world that drew away from the Father’s

Commandments; a world that will come back
to reality amidst a weeping and gnashing of

teeth; a world that will be called in the future,
the world of shame; a world that let itself
be corrupted by gold; a world that did the
opposite to what was promised in the King-

dom of Heavens; a world that exalted itself

in its ephemeral laws; a world that requested

Scriptures in order to make a life system from
them; but they did not fulfill them; a world
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that requested in its place of origin to please

the Father above everything; a world that

distorted itself before the Father’s eyes; a
world that will know the purifying fire of a

Solar Parent; a world that requested to be
judged in Glory and Majesty; a world that

will see prodigies in the living nature; a world
that will be judged amidst weeping and won-

ders; a world that forgot another world, by

its own will; the world of eternity; the living
universe where it comes out of; and where

one returns; a world that will curse their own

parents and life system; for because of them,
this generation shall not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; a world that with tears in their
eyes shall see the Living shining like a sun,

showing them with prodigious and physical
facts the existence of the universe of eter-

nity; a world that shall go crazy provoking the
fall of the so-called capitalism; an unknown
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life system in the celestial teachings of the
Kingdom of Heavens; a world whose moth-

ers being pregnant, shall curse their fruit of

their wombs; for because of their spiritual
ignorance, that fruit shall not enter the King-

dom of Heavens; for they were influenced by
carnal inheritance, in a state of immorality
toward the Father; behold the future frame

which is a product of your own work; behold
what you did not know who you defended in
life; the demons of gold talked to you about

patriotism, of citizenship, of nationalism, of

traditions, of freedom, etc., etc.; And of the

Father? Certainly no taught concept remains
in a world that overlooked what is of the

Father; for without the Father, no one would

exist; to disown the Father is to annul oneself;
for in any point of the universe, the ungrate-

ful child shall be denied; what is up above is

the same as down below; I verily say unto you
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that the Final Judgment awaited by all the

generations of this world, is initiated with
the appearance of the Scrolls of the Lamb of

God before the World; a divine prophesy that

all of you requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; and every prophesy, whichever it may

be, is requested in the Father’s Kingdom;
everything imagined is requested before
Father Jehovah; you requested the Revela-

tion starting from the humblest form that
one can imagine; for you knew that humil-

ity is the first of the living virtues in the
Kingdom of Heavens; but, when the Rev-

elation appeared in this world in a humble

form, you did not recognize it; for this world
because of the followers of gold, acquired a

false image of humility; an unknown form
in the Kingdom of Heavens; the innocence

of this world was sullied by the temptation
toward gold; that is why this humanity shall
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not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more
likely for a world that was not ruled by the

ambitious beings to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, than for one that was; temptation

should have been abolished by the human

laws; but, those who created the human laws,
are the least evolved spirits that have passed
through this planet.-
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Yes little son; the law of justice is born from

oneself; from the attribute and quality of the
ideas that were thought; each spirit’s indi-

viduality, molds its own justice; all justice is

geometrized and tricepted in three living
universes; good, evil and free will; good and

evil are products of the free will en route to
its own improvement; evil was born from the
celestial rebellion, which occurred in times

that shall never be calculated; evil has infinite
causes within the own violation; the spirits
request to know what they do not know; the

living free will eternally requests to know;
for knowledge never stops; when the spirits
request to be born again on infinite planets,

they do it by running risks; whatever the risk
may be, it is as living as the own spirit; the

responsibility of evil is exclusively born from
the spirit’s free will; but, those who cause

evil on others, are doubly punished; for much
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evil is born by imitation; if a sinner is punished, even more punished is he or those by

whose faults, there was a sinner; evil must
be known as an experience in the spirit’s evo-

lution; if a spirit improves himself eternally,

by eternally ignoring evil, he perpetuates the
ignorance in an experience called evil; he
would know evil only by name; evil is some-

thing inevitable when the creature draws
away from God’s laws; evil awaits for such

opportunity; it is lurking; the free will
requested by the human creatures, included

in resisting evil’s lurking; here it deals with

requests of trials of each individuality; for
every imaginary evil was unknown to every
spirit; evil is not the same in the worlds of
the universe; for the attributes and qualities
are infinite; what comes out of the Father’s

teachings, has no limits; to explain evil does

not have it; evil is as expansive as it is
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goodness; every inheritance is multiplied

forever and ever; evil turns into goodness,
and goodness turns into evil; for every free

will is trialed between good and evil; it is up

to the spirit to reject evil; for its merit comes
out of itself; evil constitutes power while
dominating; for every evil is also trialed, as
every spirit is trialed; the trial of evil consti-

tutes another cause, within the universal
cause; to explain the infinity of the Father is

to go back to causes that have no point of
departure; the causes have a planetary his-

tory; for the living universe that came out of
the Father, came out of his living Word;
which does not cease nor shall it cease mul-

tiplying in material universes; the Father’s
cause creates other laws simultaneously; for

the infinite diversity is in the Father’s cause;
I verily say unto you that not understanding
the Father’s cause, in your human life, was
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requested by your own selves; for you

requested to be trialed, starting from the own
Creator’s cause; behold the maximum
expression in its attribute and quality of the

forgetfulness of the spiritual past; being
Father Jehovah the eternal light, all of you
have a light in your origin; the forgetfulness
requested by you is momentary; as a trial is
momentary; the human life is not the only

one that exists; it has never been the only
one; for what is of the Father has neither a
beginning nor an end; to request a form of

life is to try to understand one of the infinite
beginnings of the Father; there is a beginning

of the Father in each world of the universe;

to know the Father covers the entire eternity;
for what is of the Father has no limit; while
there are worlds and creatures, there will be
a search for the Father; to attain an improve-

ment in any form of life is to be able to
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understand one of the Father’s infinite facets;
one never stops understanding the Father;

you human creatures learned from life,
according to your desires; to request life to

the Father, is to request and want to know
what one does not know; I verily say unto

you that no one resists the temptation of
being born again; he who is not born again,

does not know a new life; he does not get to
know a divine facet of the Father; the inevi-

table destiny of every thinking creature, is to
know forms of life, forever and ever; behold

a divine truth that will make millions and
millions of creatures weep; who with their

beliefs, lack of faith, lowered the infinite
power of the Father; no one who believed

that out of the human life there was nothing,
none of them shall enter the Kingdom of

Heavens; no one requested the Father to
lower Him in power; even if they requested
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a momentary forgetfulness of the past;
behold a weeping and gnashing of teeth of a

world that cultivated a strange faith; a world
that built their hopes up on the laws of an

ephemeral possession; a world created by a

strange life system; a world that deceived
itself in the laws of gold; a world that came

out of the spiritual weakness called ambition;
a world that did not exalt the Father above
everything; an unknown world in the King-

dom of Heavens; every immorality is
unknown in the Kingdom; and there is no

greater immorality than not fulfilling the
Father’s divine mandates; this world should
have never been divided in anything; every

division is contrary to the equality taught by
the Father; I verily say unto you that every
division is living before the Father; but, the

intention is taken into account by the Father’s
justice; only the provoked division which
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defended the Father’s laws, is awarded in the

Kingdom of Heavens; for such division
defended the equality taught by the Father;

he who defended the Father’s equality
defended the celestial communism; the only
philosophy that reigns in the Father’s dwell-

ings; equality and communism are the same

thing; I verily say unto you that all those who
persecuted others, shall not enter the King-

dom of Heavens; and those who persecuted

the revolutionaries, they persecuted the
Father; for every persecutor knew the life

system of reigning exploitation in the world;
I verily say unto you that many persecutors
shall be cursed by the First-born Son; they

requested such justice; behold another weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth; individuals and
nations who persecuted the prophets sent by
the Father; for every revolutionary who
fought against a life system, unknown in the
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Kingdom of Heavens, is a prophet who came

out of the Kingdom; I verily say unto you that
many of them shall be resurrected among the

dead; and they shall accuse their persecutors
and assassins; all those who are cursed by
the Revelation, shall live isolated the rest of

their days; the people and their families shall
flee from the damned one, as one flees from

the pest; nobody shall talk to them; for
through the own voice the malediction shall
be transmitted; being the Father in every-

thing imagined, He is also in the invisible
sounding waves; they complain to their Cre-

ator; matter becomes life in the Father’s pres-

ence; the entire universe is living within their
respective laws; no one is less before the

Father; matter and spirit were created by
Him; He understands them better; for they

came out of Him; no one is less before the

Father; neither matter nor the spirit; for
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everything is saturated by His equality; he
who talks to a damned one, the law falls back

on him; the invisible sounding waves and the

ideas, shall accuse him in the Kingdom of
Heavens; behold a law that shall make every

demon flee from the presence of the First-

born Son; behold the punishment to every
violator of the Father’s law in this world; I

verily say unto you that the First-born Son
shall lead the Terrestrial Communism in the

New world; for his reign shall be in equality
for everyone; I verily say unto you that the

Son always pleases the Father; for the Father

is in the Son; and being in the Son, they make

one sole person; keeping their free wills, and
just one being manifested; behold the divine
communism of the Trinity Father in the Trin-

ity Son; what is of the Father, is also of the

Son; and what is of the Son is also of the
Father; behold the celestial communism
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turned into flesh; behold the first living phi-

losophy coming out of the flesh; behold the

new Doctrine of the New World; just as it
happened in the past, the Trinity Father
became the Trinity Son; and created for the
world the Mosaic Law and the Christian Doc-

trine; now He creates the Third Doctrine; the
Doctrine of the Lamb of God; also called in
the Scriptures as the Doctrine of the Great

Comforter; the world shall also call it the

Celestial Science; or Telepathic Scripture;
behold the Revelation promised to the World;
the form and the characteristic of a Revela-

tion, is chosen by Father Jehovah; for the

Father has free will; just as the children have
it on the planets of the universe; what is up

above is the same as down below; behold that
this world shall enter into an epoch that has

never been seen before; the divine Father

Jehovah communicates with the earthly
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world; behold the beginning of a new world;

behold I make things new; it was written;
behold that what is new starts with an intel-

lectual judgment in each human mind; the

Father’s Revelation starts from the intellect;
the Judgment starts from oneself; it is inte-

rior; I verily say unto you that when the
Father wants to expand a Doctrine through-

out a world, there is no force that can impede
it; for all the laws of the universe were cre-

ated by a same unique God; and they only
obey Him; the Doctrine of the Lamb of God

shall crush every doctrine that tries to oppose
it; even in the own Final Judgment your

intentions are trialed; the world in which you
are shall revolutionize, as it has never revo-

lutionized; for what is of God is universal;
the world of spirituality shall triumph over
materialism; for every spirit was momen-

tarily trialed in its eternity; an instant of
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transformation called human life; I verily say
unto you that this instant came to its end;

for every trial has its end; the Revelation
which is the continuation of the Holy Scrip-

tures, shall make a new world emerge; a
world that will make the nations disappear;

and every imaginable division; none of them
came out of the Father; it came out of men;

behold that every darkness is of a human

cause; the so-called capitalism with all its
sequel of injustices, is men’s work; it is not

the divinity’s work; and being it men’s work,
is that a Final Judgment was announced to

you; the Final Judgment was announced
before this world committed its errors; for

Father Jehovah is Creator of every future; He
sees the facts before they materialize in the
worlds of the universe; I verily say unto you

that the Final Judgment has arrived to this

world; but, the world with its strange faith,
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did not believe it; these skeptical beings made

this world to be even more distant from the
Kingdom of Heavens; for the seconds con-

tinue adding up, in a destiny which is an
entire planetary violation before the Father.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO FOLLOWED AND IMITATED
THE DEMONS WHO BY THE USE OF FORCE,
TOOK OVER GOVERNMENTS, SHALL NOT
ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THEY
MUST ADD UP ALL THE SECONDS GONE BY
IN WHICH THEY SERVED THE DEMON OF
THE FORCE; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR THE
CHILDREN WHO RESPECTED THE ELECTIONS OF THE PEOPLE TO ENTER THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR THOSE
WHO VIOLATED THEM.Yes little son; there have been many violators

of the human law in this world; demons who
even swear to respect the others’ rights; but,
when they see the opportunity of obtaining

power, not even their own oaths are worthy;
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no demon who trample on his own purposes,

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is
more likely for those who never swore in
life to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than

for those who did it; the so-called oath comes
out of a strange life system based on gold; the
oath is not known in the Kingdom of Heavens; and everything that is unknown in the
Kingdom, does nor enter the Kingdom; the

oath is a synonym of distrust; if this world

had considered the Father’s Scriptures, in
the creation of their life system, this world

would not have the need of an oath; the
spiritual trust would have another attribute
and quality in the human thinking; I verily

say unto you that your oath shall become
your persecutor, through many existences;
for by not having an entrance to the King-

dom of Heavens, it has no destiny; behold the
drama of those who made an oath; behold
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their weeping and gnashing of teeth; but, he
who made an oath and trampled on it, is a
thousand times more punished; for he must

add up the despise for their own thoughts;
despise as well as oath become living in the

divine presence of the Father; and they ask to
know who created them; what destiny they

have; behold what awaits all those who made
an oath for earthly things, and despised the
celestial ones; for one cannot serve two mas-

ters; one cannot serve two concepts if the
divine concept, which is the eternal law, is

relegated to a second level; and at the same

time say that one is serving one sole God;
in order to serve one sole God, the creature
must not get divided; only satan divides him-

self; and no divided thought shall enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for
those who did not get to know a life system

that was unknown to the Father’s Scriptures
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to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for

those who got to know it; for their spirit got

impregnated by things that are unknown in

the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto
you that no strange morality contrary to the
divine Commandments, is permitted in the

Kingdom of Heavens; it is what corresponds

to the divine parable that says: Every tree
that was not planted by the divine Father,

is pulled out from its roots; everything
unknown and strange to the Father’s moral-

ity, is pulled out from the human evolution;

up above the seconds of abuse and violation
surpass one’s own spiritual scale; they sur-

pass the own number of molecules, which
the own thinking being’s body is composed
of; behold a drama to those who caused dra-

mas in this world; just as they made others
undergo suffering and cry, thus is their turn

now; with the rod that they measured others,
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thus shall they also be measured; where one
sinned, one pays; your judgment is according
to your acts; what you shall receive is accord-

ing to your casting of the first stone; accord-

ing to your mental attitude, in all instants
in life; according to the attribute and quality

of each of your ideas; that everything that a

mind generated, turns into life in the divine
presence of the Father; everything thought
has the right of equality in the Father; there-

fore, it has the right to the free will; and it

expresses as such; matter and spirit are living

in the presence of their Creator; behold that
the stones shall speak to the most skeptical

and hard at heart; for the destiny of every

hardened one, is to become a stone again;
from the stone it came out and to the stone it

returns; it requested the Father an instant in
order to be born again and know the human
life; behold that infinity are the beginnings
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that came out of the beginning; as infinite

are the individualities; by not being their
individualities the same, the cause of their

reason is infinite; for all have the right to
have a beginning; behold every beginning is

shared between Father and son, and when the
son does not fulfill what was taught by the

Father, he annuls himself before the Father’s
eternity; this is when he does not fulfill the

mandates expressed by Scriptures, the law

that remains in this world is the Father’s
law; expressed in Doctrine again; marking a

new era in this humanity; I verily say unto
you that he who believed more and searched

more in the trials of life, is the one who is
closer to the Father’s Glory.-
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Yes little son; the Kingdom of Heavens governs everything; there is the eternal succes-

sion of heavens; for each one is constituted
into a heaven; for nothing is impossible to
the Father; the heavens constitute living hier-

archies; the Thinking Expansive Universe
is organized in an infinite form; a heaven is
subordinated to another heaven; and all are

subordinated to Father Jehovah; everything
is fire in the macrocosm; everything imag-

ined exists; for no one is exclusive in the
creation; that is why it was said to you that

God is infinite; many pronounce it; and at
the same time they doubt of the own infin-

ity that they pronounce; Woe betide those
who praised and doubted at the same time

of the Father! For they shall not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; all those who thought

in a microscopic form of the Father’s power,

shall not see his Glory; for no one requested
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the Father to lower Him in power; behold the
weeping and gnashing of teeth of every little

evolved, who requested to trial and know the
human life; the trial consisted in not low-

ering the Father, but to exalt Him; behold
the fall of millions and millions of skepti-

cal beings; who requested to see the Earth
and the universe that surrounds her, and to

proclaim the Father’s Glory; they requested
forgetfulness in their lives so that the men-

tal merit was greater; behold the attribute
and quality of the life request; or there is no

life in the universe that has no attribute and
quality; the forgetfulness of their own place

of origin, represents the highest celestial
points; provided that the creature has lived in
a life system, according to the Father’s Scrip-

tures; and not according to the laws of gold;

to have known gold as the living standard,
distorts everything that the spirit promised
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the Father; for he gets to know immorality in
many degrees; behold the difference between

serving one master and serving two masters;
gold is the other master that was added in

this life; a false and ephemeral master; for
every gold becomes living in the Father’s
presence; and it is judged by Him who cre-

ated it; behold the master of gold cannot offer

you any eternity; it only played the role of

tempter; it increased your points of darkness;
it increased the points of greed in you, ambi-

tion, usury, malignant shrewdness, deceit
and even crime; all of this would not have

occurred to you if you had not known the socalled capitalist life system; Does it not have

gold as a standard? It certainly does so; now

is your turn to harvest its inheritance; for

because of this life system, you shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; for this life system
would embarrass the Kingdom’s purities; and
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embarrassment is not known in the King-

dom; for no one lives the life trials there; one
lives the mental perfection there; the planets
of the universe are projected there; the Alpha
and the Omega of everything that exists and

shall exist is there; the entire beginning of

what was, is and shall be is there; I verily say

unto you that this world by not entering the

Kingdom of Heavens, none of you shall see
your place of origin again; for you came out

of there in a perfect state of innocence; and

one must come back in the same state; to
have known gold as a life system, made this
glory impossible; for your thinking by serv-

ing two masters, divided its own virtues; for

they have free will; a free will independent of
the spirit’s free will; everything that a spirit
does and thinks, reverberates in its 318 vir-

tues, which it requested in covenant in order
to know the human life; I verily say unto you
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that even the most microscopic of what you
were, becomes living before the Father; for

even your microbes have as an inheritance

the equality taught by the Father; behold the

living communism in creation; a communism
sensed by the most advanced individualities
of nature; I verily say unto you that commu-

nism was divinely announced to you when

your Father Jehovah told you: All are equal

before the Father; communism is equality;

and equality is communism; he who imitates
the Father even if it is in a microscopic form,
is closer to the Kingdom of Heavens; for he
understood Him better.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO DECEIVED BY SPEAKING
LIKE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES, SHALL
NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS;
NO GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE OF THIS
WORLD HAS ENTERED THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVENS; NOR SHALL ANY OF THEM
ENTER; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE WHO
DID NOT BELONG TO ANY GOVERNMENT
TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS,
THAN FOR ONE WHO BELONGED.Yes little son; every government worker,
shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
for they shall be accused before the Father

of complicity in a life system which is not
in his Scriptures; they knew that there was

a divine mandate; they knew about the
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existence of the Commandments, but they
were blind; they let themselves be deluded

without deepening into the own events of
their lives; to these spirits it was more impor-

tant to become a good earthly government

worker, than a good son of the Eternal; I
verily say unto you that you requested to
serve the Father above everything; but, you
did not even learned the Scriptures; you are
children of sacrifice according to the world,
and not according to the Father; I verily say

unto you that even though you have attained
mundane points for serving others in mundane needs, you do not enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; in mundane needs you do not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for what you
did was not done in the Name of the Father;

if what you did in life, had been done in the

Name of the Father, the Father would receive
you in the Kingdom; I verily say unto you
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that every government worker that earned a

greater salary than what the humble earned,

shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for
it was mandated that every humble is first
before the Father; humility is the own pov-

erty, which came out in a system in which

you were accomplices; for you contributed
to its reign; none of you renounced before
so much hypocrisy and immorality, if one of

you had done it, I assure you that such child

would enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it was
worthless to you to have served the follow-

ers of gold; I verily say unto you that every

service done to others with self-interest,
does not receive a payment in the Kingdom;
and every service you made to others, has a

discount of two thirds from the total points

attained; so it is that if a child attained a
trillion points for attending others, the only

fact of doing it for a payment, reduces the
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trillion points to one third; for one cannot
serve two masters; one cannot serve two
philosophies; you could not serve self-inter-

est and God at the same time; for the spirit

gets divided; and no divided spirit enters the
Kingdom of Heavens; only satan divides him-

self; I verily say unto you that every point
that serves two masters, is also divided; and
you get more distanced from the Kingdom
of Heavens; at each instant that goes by, you

get more distanced; for the Father’s justice

goes second by second in every life; and even
in less than a second; the distancing from the
Kingdom of Heavens instant by instant only

stops when the creature stops serving two
masters; when he stops serving an immoral

master for another more moral; behold your
fall government workers of a strange life sys-

tem; you promised the Father to serve with

no self-interest; you did the opposite to your
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promise; the weeping and gnashing of teeth

came out of yourselves; you were efficient
in what is material but miserable in what is
spiritual for serving two masters.-

Yes little son; this celestial drawing shows

the distancing from the Kingdom of Heavens;
the flying saucers are angels of light that con-

trol the universe; the small colored circles
are the human ideas that travel to the cos-

mos; every idea that has travelled from the
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beginning of the world, has been collected
by these celestial ships; they have the same

divine work with the human spirits and with

all the species of nature; I verily say unto you
that no one has entered the Kingdom of
Heavens, for a Universal Government was

not formed, based on the Father’s Scriptures;

thus the earthly humanity promised the

Father, above everything; for much perfection
that this world has achieved, it shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for the obedi-

ence to the Father is above every perfection;
he who does not consider the Father, does

not consider the glory for himself; I verily say

unto you that every father and mother by not
preferring the Father above everything, they

also left their children out of the Kingdom
of Heavens; for every flesh is hereditary of

the knowledge of its creators; every molecule

of flesh is influenced by the spirit; every flesh
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is hereditary of the own development that
its parents gave them; as much as the chil-

dren improve themselves, their parents’
influence is always over them, when all the

human spirits requested a free will on this

planet Earth; they requested the Father to
try to create communism in their teachings;
those teachings are the Scriptures of Father

Jehovah; Scriptures and Commandments; no
one requested to get divided and much less

to forget the common promise to the Father;
behold the divided world in use of their free
will; behold the work of the demons of licen-

tiousness; for every freedom created from a

life system that did not take the Father into

account, is the creatures’ licentiousness; who
having had a divine mandate, they did not

fulfill it; I verily say unto you that none of
your paladins who talked to you about free-

dom, have entered the Kingdom of Heavens;
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nor have any of their followers; for the free-

dom they proclaimed is a freedom with

strange morality; which came out of concepts
that violated the Father’s law; no freedom is

attained if in its name, the Father’s mandates
are trampled; I verily say unto you that every

war and every killing that this world had and
has, is paid an eye for an eye, a tooth for a

tooth, cell by cell, molecule by molecule, hair
by hair; first is what is of God above every-

thing; behold the fall of those who told you

about freedom; your ancestors’ freedom
embarrasses the Father; for this world gave

itself a freedom in which the humble were

not the first; I verily say unto you that all
those who formed governments once free-

dom was conquered, none of them gave first

fruits to the most humble of the humble;
knowing those illustrated ones that every

humble is first in the divine mandates; behold
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a weeping and gnashing of teeth; behold a

blindfold falls; behold what was truth and
what was not; behold the fall of some demons
who requested to trial their philosophies of

freedom, in a world of the light; behold the

false history of the Earth; behold that you
have venerated the antichrists; those who
killed and made use of the Father’s Name; I

verily say unto you that it is enough to violate
a microscopic part of the Father’s mandates,
and one becomes an antichrist in the corresponding degree; behold the demons of the

force; from a violation to the Father’s law,

they take out a cause; a cause of death in
eternity; for he who kills by sword dies by

sword; he who uses the force, falls by the

force; in the future existences when the spirit
requests to pay the death that he caused to

others in past existences; when he decides

to pay an eye for an eye and a tooth for a
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tooth; I verily say unto you that for each victim, one pays in trillions of existences out of

the Kingdom of Heavens; for a creature has

trillions of cells; and none of them is less
before the Father; the Father listens to every-

one; for He created all of them; Were you not
taught that God created everything? I verily

say unto you that being the cells microscopic,
they are great in the Kingdom of Heavens;

they acquire colossal sizes; so immense they
become that if you saw them, you would be
filled with dread; and cell by cell they complain to the Father when they have been mur-

dered before fulfilling their time in life; for

everything that exists requested its time in

order to fulfill their own laws; I verily say
unto you that even the time that was stolen
from the cells complains before the Father;

behold the living universe of Father Jehovah;

behold the future philosophy of the universe
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in this world; behold a universe that has
always existed; behold the end of your for-

getfulness in respect to the place where you
come from; behold I am the Light of Knowl-

edge; starting from the place where you were
created; for there is no complete knowledge,
if one does not know where he came out of;
behold the Alpha and the Omega; the begin-

ning and the end; a beginning and end of a

life form, who requested the forgetfulness of
his place of origin; behold the end of the

world of trials; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth, of a world that being tri-

aled, for it requested it, fell in the chosen
trial; behold the tragedy of a world that vio-

lated the law; behold the surprise requested

in the Kingdom of Heavens; like the surprise
that a burglar causes; behold the end of the

exploitative materialism; behold the fall of
satan; for no one will want to work for the
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creators of exploitation; for its followers get

more and more distanced from the Kingdom
of Heavens; instant by instant; behold the
greatest Revolution of this world; it shall be

so great that it will change the world; a new
world is born; I verily say unto you that he

who was of the world, shall not enter the
new world; no mundane one enters; I verily

say unto you that no knowledge of the

exploitative materialism shall remain; it is
more likely for an ignorant of the world that
is leaving to remain, than for one who learned

knowledge by violating the Father’s law; I

verily say unto you that you shall see the
resurrection of every flesh; but, to attain the

supreme award, one should not have violated
the Creator’s law; I verily say unto you that

no deceiver of this world, shall be resurrected
in flesh; he shall fulfill the law of death; only

the meek at heart are awarded; behold
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another weeping and gnashing of teeth; all

those who did not believe in the resurrection
of their own physical body, shall not be resur-

rected; for he simply did not believe; I verily

say unto you that it is enough to not to
believe, and one does not receive; he who

believes receives; behold the faith of the
Kingdom of Heavens, you were mandated to
cultivate faith; when the First-born Son told

you: Faith moves mountains, he meant: Faith
can do it all; if the genius men did not have
faith in their inventions, there would not be

any inventions; what is up above is the same
as down below; he who denies down below,
expect nothing from up above; and the resur-

rection of the flesh is sent to you from up
above; and it has always been down below;
for I shall be with you up to the consumma-

tion of the centuries; behold the law of being
born again; or law of reincarnation; for my
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First-born Son is born and dies, is born and

dies again; just as you do; and not for that

he stops being eternal; you have always had

him in the world and he has never manifested

himself; for every time requested in life must
be fulfilled; and the Trinity Son fulfills the
one that was divinely given to him; and it is

manifested when the divine Father orders it
by living telepathy; just as it was in the past;

when he incarnated in Moses and Christ;
behold the Trinity in a divine mission; and

as it was taught to you: One knows a tree by

its fruit; only the Trinity gives the light of
what was never known; what you already
know is not necessary to repeat; but, what

you did in life, is judged; for thus you

requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens; you
requested a Final Judgment and forgetfulness
of how the Judgment would be; for you
requested how to be trialed in all what you
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are; and you were trialed and now you are

judged; behold the end of Alpha; and the end
of the beginning; the first stage of life of this

world; a primitive period; for what is to come
is the true science; without despising your

science; it is just that it did not take the
Father into account in its investigations; it

annulled itself; for without the Father no one
is eternalized; it is more likely for one who

was humble and despised to attain eternity
in this world, than for all the scientists and

wise men that this world has had; I verily say
unto you that when the Father’s final judg-

ments become present in the worlds, they
make every pride and every darkness that

reigned fall in the requested time; I verily say
unto you that only the Father and his living

Doctrines transform the worlds; just as it
happened in the past; behold the Revelation

that you requested; you requested the Scrolls
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of the Lamb of God; but, those who were to

see them first, denied them; just as they
denied a Revelation that was presented to
the world, in the name of the Father, thus
shall they also be denied; I verily say unto
you that because of these skeptical beings,
you are more distanced from the Kingdom

of Heavens; for your repentance should have
occurred several years ago already; they are

trillions of seconds that correspond to tril-

lions of existences, which you must fulfill
out of the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the
weeping and gnashing of teeth of those who
requested to be the first in receiving the Rev-

elation; it would have been better for them
not to have requested being the first; I verily

say unto you that the world shall curse you;
they will blame them for delaying in giving

the Father’s news; the most painful of the

delays that occurred in this world; I verily
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say unto you that all with no exception prom-

ised the Father that everything that was
related to Him, would be the first in the
world; Was it the first? Certainly not; if the
Father had been the first in this world, cer-

tainly the history of this world would have

been another; if your Father had been the
first, this world would not have known
exploitation, in any imagined form; neither
immorality nor any scandal would be known;

certainly that by your acts, one knows that

the Father was not the first in this world; for
no human work gets to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; I verily say unto you that only
by being born again, you would be able to

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; by requesting
a new existence there is a new opportunity;

that is why it was written: He who is not
born again, does not see the Kingdom of God;
for one enters the Kingdom of Heavens only
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in a state of innocence; I verily say unto you

that the creators who gave you the capitalist
life system, will have to respond for the viola-

tion of the innocence of millions of children;
for when they got to know money, they got
to know vice; if they had not known money,

they would not have known vice; I verily say

unto you that it is more likely for one who
did not hear talking about capitalism to enter
the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who
heard it; for the ears complain about having

heard a living violation, which they did not

promise to hear in the Kingdom of Heavens;

the world that you were to live in, shall be

shaken up to the last fibers; for the most
recondite of the spirit shall be judged; for

being God everywhere, He is in the most
recondite that the mind can imagine; I verily
say unto you that even the nothingness that

the mind imagined, is judged in the Kingdom
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of Heavens; for nothingness has the same
rights as materiality has in its laws; no one
is less in rights before the Father; equality is
in everyone in their respective laws; I verily

say unto you that by being born again, each

one of you changes knowledge; for a new
existence brings along new knowledge; but,

in each existence and in each world, there
are Holy Scriptures that must be fulfilled; not
all of them are equal; for there is everything
in the Father’s vineyard; the Father’s Scrip-

tures are given to the world according to

their evolution; every Scripture goes parallel
to the creatures of the world’s understand-

ing; or the worlds; so it is that the present

Revelation would not be useful to another

epoch of the world; for the spirits’ concepts

are in other dimensions; in another attribute
and quality; I verily say unto you that every

Scripture of the Father was a divine
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agreement between the Creator and his crea-

tures; it was a common agreement in which
each individuality would interpret it in their
way by trying to imitate the celestial com-

munism that they saw in the Kingdom of
Heavens; I verily say unto you that every-

thing that is imitated from the Kingdom of

Heavens, on the remote planets even in the

most microscopic, are points attained; for it
is a degree of faith of supreme attribute and

quality; no one requested the Father to do
the opposite to what they saw in the King-

dom of Heavens; everything that is done in
the Kingdom, marvels every spirit; and the

spirits of the universe know that the most
microscopic imitation, reports to them celes-

tial points of light; behold why all promised

to fulfill what is of God, above everything;

for everything existent ends up before the
Father; for if the Father created everything,
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He also created the infinite points of depar-

ture that all the minds can imagine in their
attributes and qualities.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 50.-
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ALL THE DEMONS WHO INTERVENED
IN THE PURCHASE OF ARMS, MUST PAY
FOR THEM; THE PEOPLES DO NOT PAY
ANYTHING; FOR NO ONE REQUESTED
FATHER JEHOVAH TO KILL ANYONE; THE
ARMS PURCHASERS WHO DEFENDED THE
STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM, BASED ON GOLD,
ARE DAMNED; MANY SHALL DIE LYNCHED
BY THE SAME ONES WHO TRIED THEM TO
KILL ONE ANOTHER.Yes little son; those who purchased the
damned arms, are one of the greatest antichrists; for they trampled on the divine Com-

mandment that says: Thou shalt not kill; they
are the ones who for centuries and centuries
fought against any form of equality; which
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came out of the equality taught by Father
Jehovah; such demons shall fall when the
Doctrine of the Lamb of God gets extended

throughout the world; those who intervened
and those who created the laws in order to
purchase or produce arms, are damned; this
means that all the anti-christs of this cat-

egory, shall end their days living in the most

abandoned places of the planet; the entire

world shall flee from them; for no one would
want to be condemned by vision or mouth;

no one will want to see them nor talk to
them; for no spirit that is accused in the
Kingdom of Heavens, by his vision or mouth,
shall see the Father’s Kingdom; vision and

mouth are living before Father Jehovah; and

they speak and complain to the Creator in
their respective laws; just as the spirit talks

and complains in its respective laws of spirit;
for no one is less before the Father; neither
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matter nor the spirit; the entire universe is

equal in rights before the Father; these rights

are equal in each free will; the free will of
the virtue, and the free will in the molecule;

a free will in everything microscopic that
your mind can imagine; until one gets to
your physical ideas; every idea that you gen-

erated in life is physical; the ideas that each

one emanated in life, constantly travel to the

cosmos; as the mind generates them; instant
by instant; all the ideas are also living; they

are waiting for you out of the Earth; for they
know that the spirit that generated them, is

fulfilling a microscopic life trial; which to

them it is just an instant; I verily say unto you
that every idea has a galactic track record just
like the spirit; for every idea is born again; it

requests the Father to live new experiences;
these experiences are the planetary lives; for

what is of the Father is not reduced to just
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one life; for He is infinite; there is no limit

in the Father; it has never existed; nor shall

it ever exist; those who said in life that there

was just one life, shall not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; nor shall they have any more

lives of the light; they shall have weeping and
gnashing of teeth; those who look down at

their Creator, always end up like that; thus
shall happen to those who purchased arms

or built them; for they fought against the

own creation of Father Jehovah; the Father

gives life and these demons take it away; and
they do it for mean planetary interests; they

do it in order to keep their privileges; for
these poorly evolved demons do not con-

ceive another life system; for they do not
renounce their privileges; behold the biggest
criminals of this world; behold the greatest

hypocrites who speak about peace, and hide

weaponry; behold one of the beasts of this
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world; behold those who mocked at an entire

world; behold satan imposing a life system by
the use of force; behold the demon perpetuating inequality by the use of force; behold

the weeping and gnashing of teeth of these
damned ones; every demon who bought war

ships have as many points of darkness as

molecules had the warship; the same law
must be applied on those who intervened in

the creation of such ships; this divine law of
justice is applied to every death artifice; the

big and the small ones; and everything being

calculated in molecules; there will be no arm
that shall not cause a weeping and gnashing
of teeth; for there will be no molecule that

shall not be judged; nor any thought; every
demon who fought against the divine equal-

ity taught by the Father’s Scriptures, have to

add up all the pores of flesh, of each citizen of

their respective nation; for every pore of flesh
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complains before the Father; they accuse all

those who change their destiny; the pores
of flesh of the planet Earth, accuse all those
who defended the strange life system, based

on gold; they accuse all those who forgot the

divine Commandments of the Father; for
every living custom reverberates in matter
and spirit; it reverberates in the everything
above everything; it reverberates in the liv-

ing covenant between the spirit, molecules

and the virtues; behold there shall not be
anyone who will not weep in this world; for

all of you violated the law with some strange
custom; for everything that comes out of a
strange form of living, is also strange in the

Kingdom of Heavens; every strange morality
is born from a strange custom; every strange
psychology falls knocked down by the eter-

nal psychology; expressed in the Scriptures

and Commandments of Father Jehovah; what
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is of the Father judges everything; for the
Father created everything; I verily say unto

you that everything shall be restored in this
strange world of gold; every strange tree to

the Father’s tree shall be uprooted; every

strange custom shall not remain; nothing
immoral shall remain; for all the strange life

system, shall be pulled out from its roots;
for what men did in their free wills, for an
instant, is changed by the Father, who permit-

ted them such experience; all were trialed by
the Father; matter and spirit were; and every
trial has its beginning and end; the Doctrine
of the Lamb of God marks the beginning of

the end of the materialistic world; a strange

world that only represents a microscopic part
of the total life that remains for this planet;
I verily say unto you that your science and
progress are so little that you shall pass to

the dust of oblivion; the science of the new
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world shall be a science that shall get to the
own suns; it is the addition of Father Jeho-

vah; which has no known limit; the science of
the new world shall be a galactic science; one
shall be born in order to tra new world shall

be a galactic science; one shall be born in
order to travel to remote worlds; knowledge

in the establishments of the world, shall be

different from what is now; illiteracy shall not
be known; no one shall know money; there
will not be complex of possession; for equal-

ity shall reign; the same equality which the
revolutionaries of the world trials dreamed
of; injustice shall not be known in any form;

all the beings of the new world shall have a
new psychology, coming out of their eter-

nal flesh; for they will have passed through

the resurrection of it; it shall be a world of

genius-children; a world that was announced
in the divine parable: Let the children come
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to me for theirs is the Kingdom of Heavens;
from a hell, Father Jehovah takes out a para-

dise, for being Him infinite, He is almighty.-

Yes little son; the demons who purchase
arms, disguise themselves with false patrio-

tisms; what they do is to perpetuate their
privileges; they do not have any other support but the force; these demons shall be ter-

rified very soon; for no one shall follow them;
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no one will want to be condemned more than
what they are; each second that goes by in

an existence, is added to the total points;
because of those who purchased arms, millions and millions of beings are infinitely dis-

tanced from the Kingdom of Heavens; for
while they saw arms, the points of darkness
were accumulating; the seconds were being
added; one after another; behold the weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth of all those who

felt attracted to the arms; none of them shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the arma-

ment is a strange product, which came out
of a strange form of living; for such form

of life was not requested by anyone in the
Kingdom of Heavens; for no one requested

the Father to attempt against another; nor
did anyone request to exploit others; that’s
why it is said, a strange life system; for such

life system was not written in any book of life
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of the Kingdom of Heavens; and nothing that
is not written, enters the Kingdom; behold

one of the divine causes why your strange
life system shall not remain; every tree that
the divine Father Jehovah did not plant shall

be uprooted; and your life system shall be
so; I verily say unto you that such strange
form of living, is immoral before the Father;

and every immorality that came out of the
worlds, is burnt by augmentation, until the
degree in which one will be able to see the

First-born Son’s shining face; behold the lake
of burning fire; behold magnetic waves that
embrace and burn; behold a divine Solar Par-

ent Alpha action; for a solar fire comes out

of him; fire that comes out of the suns Alpha
and Omega; a fire that has been sprouting
and maturing, as a seed sprouts and matures;
as a fruit ripens; what is up above is the same

as down below; he is maturing among you,
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he came to the world and the world did not
want to know him; for the world was skeptical; the world had cultivated a strange form

of faith; for the world was given a strange life

system; which disowned the living humility;
for humility showed up in the same form as

theirs; behold the fall of the world, which
was surprised as a burglar surprises; behold
the fall of the deluded ones in a strange liv-

ing psychology; fruit of the laws of gold;
fruit of the ephemeral interest; fruit that is
not recognized in the Kingdom of Heavens;

behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of
all those who thought of gold; knowing that

every corruption comes out of gold; knowing
that this world is corrupted because of gold;

every indifference whatever it is, is paid in the
Final Judgment; all those who lived the life

system based on gold, have got one third of a
total of it; so it is that if a creature lived one
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hundred years, he has to divide the number

88 by three; for the innocence which is up to

the age of twelve has no judgment; the Father

has nothing against innocence; for thus it
was requested by you; thus it is written in
the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the divine

number 318; a number of the divine justice;
for 318 are the virtues of every living think-

ing; each one thinking, is living before the

Father; it talks to the Father; along with the
spirit and the own life; for even the micro-

scopic pores become living before the Father;

His divine magnetism makes every element
vibrate and makes it recognize its own Cre-

ator, behold an unknown science to you; a
divine law which you yourselves came out

of; for the entire universe came out of a same
God; a science that shall be demonstrated
in this world; a science that shall embar-

rass every scientist; for they shall undergo
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the greatest complex of inferiority; for none

of them can resurrect a dead body; nor can
they order over the elements of nature; nor

levitate, nor read the mind, nor cure sick-

ness instantaneously; behold the weeping
and gnashing of teeth of a scientist who did
not believe in it; for no skeptical being shall

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor has any of
them entered; nor shall any of them be resur-

rected into a twelve-year-old child; it is more
likely for an ignorant illiterate who believed
in his own individuality that the Father was

almighty to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,

than for an illustrated scientist who did not

believe; this world’s science shall not remain;

for it is a strange science, which came out of a
strange life system; unknown in the Kingdom
of Heavens.-
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THE RESPECT FOR WHAT OTHER GOVERNMENTS DO, WHICH EMERGED FROM THE
STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM, WHICH CAME OUT OF
THE LAWS OF GOLD, IS A STRANGE RESPECT;
FOR ONE WAS INDIFFERENT TO SUFFERING
AND INJUSTICE UNDERGONE BY THE OTHERS;
THIS STRANGE RESPECT IS DIVIDED BY THE
INDIFFERENCE; THE AWARD BY POINTS OF
RESPECT, IS NOT RECEIVED COMPLETELY; ONE
RECEIVES JUST A HALF; THIS IS EQUIVALENT
TO THE DIVINE PARABLE THAT SAYS: ONLY
SATAN DIVIDES AND HE DIVIDES HIMSELF;
THE ENTIRE HUMAN THINKING DIVIDED ITS
AWARD, IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE; IT IS MORE
LIKELY FOR ONE WHO DID NOT IMITATE
SATAN IN HIS OWN THINKING TO ENTER THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR ONE WHO
IMITATED HIM.216

Yes little son; respect taught through the

world that came out of gold, is a false respect;
for such respect that carried inside itself the
indifference to others’ long-suffering, is not
known in the Kingdom of Heavens; nothing

unfair is known in the Kingdom; such strange
respect came out of an unknown and strange
life system, whose God was gold; for gold
was more preferred than what was taught

by the living God; no nation that instilled
in its peoples such strange respect, none of

the shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the
leaders of a government and of all the gov-

ernments, are mostly guilty of this ingrati-

tude toward the others; the greater points
of darkness fall on them; for they were the

first in casting the first stone, of a strange
morality that included ingratitude towards

others; behold that casting the first stone
means to be the first in committing an error;
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one starts from the base that every leader
has the highest morality that the mind can

imagine, in order to take the initiative of
governing; if the members of the so-called
governments, emerged from the strange life

system, which came out of gold, did not have
such morality, it would have been better for

them not to have requested the Father the

trials of life; for the points of life escapes
every human calculation; they must calculate

such points as the number of pores of flesh is
of an entire nation; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth; of every so-called leader
or president, king, dictator, queen, emper-

ors; the peoples who represent millions of
minds, saw the errors of a few; and since the

strange life system which came out of gold,
had the strange licentiousness of using the

force, is that millions of beings were not able
to make their protests be heard; this mental
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disagreement is also paid by the great gov-

ernments; I verily say unto you that every
big and powerful shall envy every little and

humble; the immorality that came out of the
powerful, of a strange life system, not written in the Kingdom of Heavens, always end

up in tragedy to the culprits; its cause lies
in that those who led the so-called nations,
did not do it by using the divine psychology

of the Father’s divine Gospel; but, they did
it by being influenced by a strange psychol-

ogy, which emerged from the power of gold;

this strange psychology was also imitated
by the nations; and also the creators of such

strange governments pay for it, up to the
last molecule of a tragedy provoked on oth-

ers; behold every government is in the law

of damnation; for the number of accusers
surpass their own number of molecules of

flesh, of their own bodies; the hypocrisy that
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characterized such strange governments was
inherited by those who were governed by
them; and for this cause is that no people of
this world shall enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens again; for no spirit requested the Father

to divide his own award; I verily say unto
you that everyone requested the everything

above everything, in everything imaginable;

no one requested the strange life system that

came out of gold; such strange system which
did not include the equality taught by the

Father in its very short reign, emerged from

a group of demons who requested the Father
to trial the laws of the light; these spirits who
came from darkness, did not know how to

overcome their own weaknesses; they did not
know how to overcome the strange complex

of possession; the complex-ridden to gold
created the strange life system, called capi-

talism; described in the divine Gospel of the
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Father, as the beast; on the head of the beast

are the leaders and their collaborators; the

peoples are a quarter of a totality in the beast;
which means that from the age of twelve up
to the last instant in which one lived in the
strange life system, which came out of gold,

only one quarter of it corresponds to those

who were forced to live, in such strange life
system; this is what the angle of the First-

born Son means; this angle represents the
division of the human thinking, between
good and evil; the division of the everything

above everything, of one’s own thinking;
it is the Omega circle divided by four; it is

each one’s fruit before the fulfillment of the

divine Gospel taught by the Father, through
his First-born Son; I verily say unto you that

if you had not known the strange world that
came out of gold, your fruit would be com-

plete; it would not be divided; you would
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not have a judgment before the Father; and

all of you would be of the World Omega or

New World; only the children have the Glory
of the New World guaranteed; for the inno-

cence knows nothing of the strange influence
that gold exerts over the mind; this is why

it was written: Let the children come to me,

for theirs is the Kingdom of Heavens; the
heavens are initiated on the own Earth; for

what is up above is the same as down below.-
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Yes little son; this drawing represents the

composition of the Earth’s elements; the

molecules form an entirety in their respective
species; every entirety is represented at the

same time in colossal galaxies, out of the
Earth; what is up above is the same as down
below; the molecules of the elements are all

united by a solar cord; the magnetism that
unites each molecule emerges from the own

solar cord, in order to constitute an entirety;

the molecules have a track record that
humanity is far from understanding; for this

record is within the own origin, which the
creature requested not to remember in his

trials of life; for he did not know what it was;
the sensation of not knowing one’s own origin on the remote planet Earth; the mole-

cules at the same time are governed by the
cherubs of the molecules; the cherub is the

most microscopic element that exists in
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nature; the cherub is indestructible; it allows

to be transformed, but it does not perish; the
cherub works in dimensions that the human
eye cannot see; the elements and the sensa-

tions of the spirit, are constituted by cherubs;
it is the simplest and elemental particle of
the material worlds; the cherub only obeys

mental orders; every solar parent of the living
universe, has authority over every cherub;
the First-born Solar Son Christ worked over

nature with mental orders over the molecules
of the elements; the molecules have got a
magnetism, which is like a wait to be called;

belonging the molecules to a same living
God, they express themselves to the living

Son; the divine mandate shall be witnessed
by the world very soon, who requested and

waits a divine Final Judgment; the Glory and
Majesty of the Son of God, is expressed over

nature; humanity has never seen a Solar
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Parent acting over the elements since the
times of Moses and Christ; such event shall

be witnessed by dead and alive; for the cherub

is also in the dead; I verily say unto you that
everything imaginable that was, is and shall

be, is constituted by cherubs; the invisible

world and the visible world, are cherubs; the
form of the cherub is the circle Omega; and

the constitution of the cherubs is infinite;
just like the human individualities; in which

no one is the same as another; the cherub
shall be the Alpha and Omega of the New

World; for those that did not get to know the
cherub, had to create everything by them-

selves; and nevertheless, the cherub was with

them; it was silently; what is inert is also
composed of cherubs; the material world is

composed of such number of cherubs as the
number of molecules of the planet is; it is a
number that escapes the human mind; the
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cherubs form an entire infinite hierarchy; just

as the colossal suns of the cosmos form; what
is up above is the same as down below; I

verily say unto you that even your sensations

and customs are also cherubs; being the
cherub the most microscopic that the mind

can imagine, is that every spirit depends on
them; for it was taught that every little one

and humble is great in power in the Kingdom

of Heavens; it is enough that one sole cherub

complains about the spirit and that spirit

does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
behold why no human spirit has entered the
Kingdom of Heavens again; behold the weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth; for everything
imaginable that was created by a same God,

absolutely everything, is composed of a same
essence; by a same common law; the Alpha

and the Omega of the Thinking Expansive

Universe, is the same communism made into
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an infinite variety; the unifying law of cre-

ation dates back to eternities before the pres-

ent universe; for there was life before life was
known; which means that no one is unique

in its own individuality; only the Father is
unique; for He is before every life that there

was, there is and there shall be; no one shall

ever be unique never; for others preceded
them; the cherub shall initiate in this world

a new world; a world that is not of trial as
yours is; the world Omega shall be a world

infinitely different from the present world;
this world starts in the year 2001; it is initi-

ated with the resurrection of every flesh; the
New World is initiated with eternal flesh; a

flesh that shall not get rotten as yours does;
you requested putrefaction because you did

not know it; everything imaginable is
requested to the Father; putrefaction is com-

posed by the cherubs of putrefaction;
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cherubs of darkness; whose philosophy us to
fight against health; I verily say unto you that

the psychology of the divine Gospel of the
Father was given to you in order to overcome

the cherubs of evil; those who let themselves
be influenced by strange religious psycholo-

gies, divided the faith that should come out
of the Father’s unique psychology; for this

to become a reality, one should have searched
in one’s own individuality, in the trials of life;
for he who searched for himself, divided no
one; those who searched in the so-called reli-

gions, divided themselves and divided others;
for others imitated them; behold every religious being divided his fruit by the number

of religions that there were in the world; all

the so-called religions that emerged in the
strange life system, which came out of the

laws of gold, are accused before the world of

dividing the world and confusing them in
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many beliefs, being there just one God only;
because of the religious it was written: Only

satan divides and he divides himself; the

inheritance that they transmitted to the
world, continued dividing the ideas gener-

ated by the world; from generation to genera-

tion; from father to son; behold the weeping
and gnashing of teeth of religious and Chris-

tians who imitated them in the trials of life;

he who did not imitate them, did not divide
his fruit; he did not contribute to divide any-

one; the universal concept of one sole God

only, was distorted; the mental confusion
provoked to the world of faith, in the trials

of life, is paid by the so-called religious; for

they created the strange faith called religion;
and because it was taught that every human

creature would be judged according to his
deeds; every divided deed receives a divided

award; a complete deed receives a complete
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award; I verily say unto you that if satan
divides, your own division comes out of your-

selves; it is more likely for those who in their
own thinking, during the trials of life, did
not let themselves be surprised by division,
which caused mental confusion in others, to

enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those
who let themselves be surprised; for no one

who imitated satan in the remote worlds, no

one shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor
has any ever entered; I verily say unto you

that the so-called faith called religion, is

unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; as
every psychology that divides the Father’s

children on the remote worlds is unknown;

no spirit that came out of the Kingdom
requested the Father to imitate satan; for

everyone knew that if satan did not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens again, his imitators and

followers would not enter the Kingdom
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either; if nothing divided comes out of the

Kingdom, nothing divided enters again; this

is to return without having violated the

Father’s law, not even in one molecule; every
request of life done to the Father must be
fulfilled in its integrity; no promise must not
be stopped from being fulfilled; behold noth-

ing unfair enters the Kingdom of Heavens;
nor is there anything unfair in the Kingdom

of Heavens; the so-called religious by dividing the world in many beliefs, provoked the
greatest tragedy to the spirits of the trials of

life; for they did not let any of them enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; behold the greatest
tragedy of this world; a tragedy announced
in the Father’s divine Gospel as the weeping
and gnashing of teeth; there is no major trag-

edy in every creature, than knowing that he

will not enter his Creator’s Kingdom; the
so-called Christian world, shall be filled with
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anger and sorrow; and an immense hatred
shall fall on the religious rock; on the cause

of their tragedy; the strange religious faith
shall be pulled off from the human evolution;
for such strange faith is not a tree planted by

the Father; and it shall be pulled out from its
roots; what is of the Father divides no one;

for all are equal in rights before God; equality
did not want to be admitted by those who

created the strange life system, which came
out of the laws of gold; all the contrary, they

even got to crime, so that it would not sprout
in this world; just as they persecuted those

who tried to impose the divine equality
taught by the Father, thus they shall also be

persecuted; the persecutors; in this world, in
other existences, in other worlds; with the
rod that they measured in the strange world
of gold, with the same one they shall be mea-

sured; an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth,
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tear for tear, sorrow for sorrow, molecule for
molecule.-
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HE WHO LEGALIZED THE FORCE FIRST,
IS INFINITELY MORE CONDEMNED THAN
THOSE WHO REPLICATED THE FORCE; SO
IT IS THAT THE SO-CALLED ARMED FORCES
OF THE WORLD, ALL OF THEM ARE IN THE
LAW OF DAMNATION; FOR THEY WERE THE
FIRST IN LEGALIZING VIOLENCE; THEY
WERE THE FIRST IN ATTEMPTING AGAINST
THE PORES OF FLESH OF THE ENTIRE
HUMANITY; AND THEY WERE THE FIRST
IN TRAMPLING ON THE DIVINE COMMANDMENT THAT SAYS: THOU SHALT NOT KILL.Yes little son; the first one who casted the
first stone, did the first harm to others; the
term casting the first stone has beginnings

of infinite acts; to cast the first stone is to
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take first and before others, a mental atti-

tude; every mental attitude becomes liv-

ing in the presence of the Father; for every

mind was created by the Father; to cast the

first stone of a mental act, brings along to

be judged first, too; to cast the first stone
is an immense responsibility, before the
divine justice; for one is responsible before

infinite imitators; when a creature imitates

another, multitudes of molecules and virtues
are shuddered; because what a spirit does
and executes, reverberates in its everything
above everything; it reverberates in its flesh

and spirit; not only the I is affected; but, up to
the last physical and mental fiber is affected;
behold in every act done in life, instant by

instant, reverberates in a microscopic infin-

ity; a dimension of which every spirit feels

and does not see; those who followed the

force in this world, are condemned; for never
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ever will they be able to count the number of
their accusers; it is the total addition of all
the pores of all the bodies of flesh; the cells,
the molecules and the most invisible fibers;

even the hair complains before the Father,
of undergoing fear before a strange force; a

force that was not requested in its covenant

with the spirit; neither the molecules, nor the
cells, nor the fibers requested the force; they
did not request anything that would destroy

their own selves; for they knew that only the
demon destroys what the Father has cre-

ated; the destructive force that came out of

creatures, who are conscious of the Father’s

Scriptures, is a damned thing in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the force with the knowledge of
the Father’s love, is a damnation for its cre-

ators and the followers; for one cannot serve
two people; for one of them is false; there is

only one sole Creator of the Universe; the
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force is also trialed by the Father; as every

spirit is trialed; I verily say unto you that all

those who belonged to the so-called armed

forces of this world, are damned; weeping
and gnashing of teeth shall fall on them; the
world that they intimidated, shall flee from
them as one flees from a pest; these beings

shall live isolated from the world, the rest of

their lives; woe betide those who look at or
talk to a damned one!! The law of maledic-

tion falls through the sight and the voice;
every sight and every voice are living before

the Father; and they accuse every spirit of not
having been considerate with them; before
the punishment to those who legalized the
violence in this world; to those who sus-

tained a strange life system by the use of
force; unknown in the Father’s Kingdom;

no one requested it before coming to this
life trial; no one requested for himself to cut
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his own free will; this world is about to end,

as a world of trials; and the so-called armed

forces shall be remembered by the future
generations of the new world, as the satan
that the world of trials had to bear with; the
world of trials represents a microscopic part

of the totality of life, which remains for the

Earth; this epoch of the strange life system,
whose god was gold, shall pass to the dust

of oblivion; as other forms of life that this
world have passed; everything that came out

of the world of trials, remembrance and dust
is: I verily say unto you that the strange life

system shall fall by the change of customs
in the own generation; and by changing the
immoral customs by other more moral, the

world that came out of gold falls; no one

will want to be condemned by following
strange customs; no one will want to live

one more second in darkness; for one second
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is equivalent to one existence; one second of

light is one existence of life; one second lived

in immorality is a future life of darkness; it is
a future existence that must be fulfilled out of
the Kingdom of Heavens; for all the seconds
of time requested to serve one sole master;
they requested to serve one sole God only;

they requested to serve one sole morality; no
one requested to be divided even in the most
microscopic; those who created the force and
legalized it, led all the rest to the universal
tragedy; for the destructive life should have

not been known in this world, not even by

name; it is enough to have known it just by

name, and nobody who got to know it by
name, shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

for it would affect the divine promise that

all of you made to the Father; and whose
end you sealed with the word: Above every-

thing; which also means above everything
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by name; I verily say unto you that the own

name with which you designate your form of
life, does not allow you to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens, even the most invisible of your
illegal life system, impedes you to enter the

Kingdom of God; for such desire came out
of you; the term illegal corresponds to what

is not written in the Father’s Scriptures; it
corresponds to what is not a mandate that
came out of the own place of origin.-
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Yes little son; the solar fire burns every
demon, in proportion to the degree in which

he did evil; the weeping and gnashing of
teeth of this world is a form of this law; evil

is magnetic, with imbalance in the molecules
of the light; the solar fire harmonizes this
molecular imbalance; and the feelings burst;
the weeping and gnashing of teeth is a law

of conscience; a living request made by the
own humanity; every weeping and gnash-

ing of teeth is inseparable of the Father’s
judgment; the form in how a judgment in a
determined world will be, is determined by

Father Jehovah; for the Father has divine free
will, as you have it; this world’s final judg-

ment is one of the many that take place at
each instant in the universe; for the Father’s

creation is not reduced to just one world;
for the Father is infinite; what comes out of

the Father cannot be measured; one has to
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be born again in order to understand it; and
one is born again eternally; he who does not
reincarnate again, stops alone in a knowl-

edge; and what is of the Father is not reduced
to just one knowledge; Were you not taught

that He was infinite? I verily say unto you
that he who doubted of being born again,
doubted the reincarnation; for in order to be
born again, one needs a new body of flesh;

new covenants; new determinations and new

virtues; and I verily say unto you that he who
doubted the reincarnation, doubted of being
born again; the knowledge that came out of
the Father, did not request to be absolute in

its form of expression; for only the Father
is unique; his Scriptures also requested to
express themselves, in other psychologies of
goodness; no one should have been exclusive
in the truth in this world; no virtue of your

spirit, requested to be exclusive; all of them
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requested to be subjected to humility; to the

true humility; to a humility that came out
of a form of life system, from the Father’s
Scriptures; the virtues of your daily think-

ing did not request to be subjected to the

strange humility of the strange life system
based on gold; for no form of self-interest is

known in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold

none of those who were humble in this
strange world, none of them has been able

to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say
unto you that he is near Heaven; but he does
not enter; behold a weeping and gnashing
of teeth of all those who praise the strange
humility of this world; they were blind; for

they were taught that one cannot serve two

masters; one cannot say that he is serving the

Father’s Scriptures, and say at the same time
that he is serving a life system based on gold;

do the own Father’s Scriptures not say to you
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that no so called rich can enter the Kingdom

of Heavens? And if it was warned to you, why
do you aspire to be rich? Certainly he who

served two opposite concepts, shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; he who served the

Father’s morality and at the same time served
gold’s immorality, divided his work; and he
annulled himself; for no divided spirit shall

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor has any

of them been able to enter; for he wrote over
himself, laws of the light and laws of dark-

ness; the trials of the human life consisted
in not knowing the laws of darkness; but, to

be constantly tempted to them; he only knew
the laws of the light; because he was given
the divine Scriptures of Father Jehovah; for

he requested them to the Father; making use
of his free will; behold all those who request

to know a certain form of life, he requests
trials; he requests to know what is still not
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known; and by knowing what one does not

know yet, is that every spirit requests to pay

debts of the past; not everything is paid in
life; one pays in life what the spirit requests

to pay; for he has free will; but, sooner or
later, the spirit pays everything; if it is not

in one existence, it is in the other; if it is not
in one world, it is in another.-
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ALL THOSE WHO EXECUTED OTHERS, AND
DID NOT UNDERSTAND THE IDEALS OF THE
EXECUTED ONE, SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THEY SHALL BE DAMNED
BEFORE THIS WORLD, BY THE FIRST-BORN
SON; THE DEMONIAC PSYCHOLOGY OF EXECUTION, IS THE IMMORAL RESOURCE OF THE
LITTLE EVOLVED; THEY VIOLATE THE DIVINE
COMMANDMENT THAT SAYS: THOU SHALT
NOT KILL ABOVE EVERYTHING; THOSE WHO
ORDERED EXECUTION, MUST PAY BEFORE
GOD, ALL THE PORES OF FLESH THAT THE
BODY OF FLESH OF THE EXECUTED ONE HAD;
FOR EACH PORE CORRESPONDS TO THEM
ONE POINT OF DARKNESS.Yes little son; no one in this world who vio-

lated the divine Commandment that says:
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Thou shalt not kill, has entered the Kingdom
of Heavens; since the beginning of this world;

those who kill others request the Father to be
killed too, in other existences; they request

to pay the own violation, an eye for an eye,

a tooth for a tooth; molecule by molecule;
cell by cell; hair by hair; for the most micro-

scopic that the murdered body had, was
created by the own Father who created life;
everything inert as matter is, becomes living

before the divine presence of Father Jehovah;
you were taught that God was infinite; that
infinity means that everything that He created, He can transform it with His own sci-

ence; behold the term infinite shall move this
world; the First-born Son, in the presence
of every human eye, shall make prodigies
that no human creature has been able to do;

nor shall any of them will; Father Jehovah’s

Solar Son shall revolutionize the physical
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laws of this world; the terrestrial science
shall be astonished; millions and millions

of eyes shall cry; millions and millions of
minds, being amazed, shall understand the
meaning of the divine parable that for cen-

turies and centuries, has been being written:
And he shall come to the world in Glory and
Majesty; the Glory coming out of the divine

Father Jehovah, is manifested through His
First-born Son; the Majesty is the form of
doing what nobody in this world shall never

be able to do; this generation shall remain

astonished of seeing so much power in a
Man; this world’s demons shall be afraid;

demons are those who only lived for gold;

demons are those who lived indifferent to the
sorrow of others; demons are the rifles, kill-

ing what was created by the Father; demons

are those who divide others, disregarding
the consequences; demons are the religious
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beings who sowed spiritual confusion in this
world; demons are the capitalists who divided
the world in rich and poor; demons are the
depraved beings of the strange living, which

came out of the strange life system, based
on gold; demons are the hypocritical, who
after executing others mercilessly, go to the
temples of the so-called religions in order to
beat their breasts and ask for divine protec-

tion; demons are the corrupted beings who
came out of the capitalist world; those who

wearing illusory fashions, are corrupted from
the inside; the immoral fashions shall disap-

pear from this world; and corruption shall

condemn you in this Final Judgment; demons
are those who are indifferent to the Father’s

Scriptures; for none of them shall enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; demons are those who
bless the damned arms with which one vio-

lates the divine Commandment; demons are
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those who scandalize with the flesh; demons
are those who trade with the world’s faith;

demons are those who wager money; demons
are the military men who improve their kill-

ing skills; demons are the indifferent who did

not fight against the demon of every injustice;
starting from the strange life system, based
on gold; demons are those who degenerated

freedom; demons are those who processed

others’ rights; demons are those who got
married many times; for none of them shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; demons are

those who defended the meanness of this
world; demons are those who preferred to
live in illegal opulence, forgetting the equal-

ity taught by the Father; demons are the
exploiters; demons are those who mocked
at others; for no one requested the Father to

mock at others; demons are those who wore

the strange uniform of force; for none of them
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shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; demons
are the traders of all categories; for none of

them shall see the Father’s Glory; demons

are those who reject Revelations, without
having investigated first; demons are those

who mocked at children who proclaimed
the Father, in the streets of the worlds; no

mocker shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
it is more likely for one who was mocked at
to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for

a mocker; demons are those who tempted
others; for no one who tempted shall enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; demons are those
who did not respect the elections of the peo-

ple; thus they shall not be respected either;

demons are those who having ordered to kill,
dared to teach morality to a nation; for none
of these hypocrites shall be resurrected to a

twelve-year-old child; demons are the socalled beauty queens; for no one requested
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to scandalize with beauty; every beauty is

living before the Father; and every beauty
that was scandalized, complains crying
before the Father and in the presence of the

spirit that scandalized it; demons are those

who exalted the nakedness of the so called

beauties; demons are those who exploited
the needs of others; demons are those who
isolated their peoples; for they are damned;
demons are those who falsified the truth to

the people; demons are those who armed the
peoples and became rich at the expense of
others’ lives; demons are those who manu-

facture arms disregarding the Father’s divine

Commandment that says: Thou shalt not kill;

for theirs is the damnation; demons are those
who restrict the beings’ free will; for theirs

is the damnation; demons are those who

crushed the peoples’ philosophies by the use
of force; demons are those who trampled on
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the free elections of the Father’s children; for
damnation is theirs; demons are the govern-

ment workers, who served the demons of the

force; for they inherit damnation; demons
are those who abused the temporary power;

being those who created the strange life sys-

tem, based on gold, the greatest demons;
for they are damned; and their weeping and
gnashing of teeth shall not have equal.-
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Yes little son; those who were executed in
this world, will soon be in this world; and

not only them; also all those whose death
the world did not see shall be resurrected;

as well as all the disappeared; I verily say
unto you that all those who were execution-

ers and torturers, shall be terrorized; these

damned ones will flee from the world; they

shall live in the most abandoned places of
the planet; they shall flee from the divine

presence of the First-born Son; they shall flee
from His eyes; which shall be like two suns,
discharging magnetic lines of power of final

judgment; all his Face shall be of fire; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of all the

demons who once more murdered children

of the light; they requested once more to be

judged by a Solar Parent; for everything is
requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; the

fire that comes out of the First-born Son’s
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eyes, acts in those who finalized molecules
of flesh, in any child of this world; includ-

ing the harm done to those who you called
animals; behold the weeping and gnashing

of teeth of all the demons who requested a

form of life like the human; these demons did
the same in other existences; they killed and

tortured; almost the majority of them belong
to the so-called capitalism; because there is

an intimate relationship between killing and
ambition; gold incites the spirit to kill; I ver-

ily say unto you that all those who made laws
and made use of these demons, are damned;
they are the ones who legalized torture and

death; because they are little evolved; they
do not get involved with the laws of eter-

nity; they did not take the Father’s Scriptures
into account; they only thought in only one
present; the reality of eternity is their trag-

edy; they requested to be trialed in the laws
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of eternity; and they fell due to the influ-

ence that a strange life system exerted over

them, whose god was gold; the trials of life

resided on this; the life system being strange
and unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens,
was requested as an experience that is not

known; this is equivalent to request to know
an unknown form of darkness; for request-

ing life before the Father, is to request to

know what is not known; Father Jehovah
is perfect in everything imaginable; and no

life is more than enough in the universe; he
who underestimated his own life which he

requested, despised the right to have other
lives; and he despised his right to enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you

that every doubt, whichever it may have

been, shall impede you see the Father; no
human spirit has seen Him again; for no one
kept his innocence intact, in the strange life
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system, which came out of gold; from the

beginning of the world; nor shall anyone

see Him, until all those who have to pay,

pay up to the most microscopic violation;
this world created by men’s free will, shall
disappear; and the change will be made by

the same ones who lived the strange system
of capitalist life; behold every immoral cus-

tom, shall be transformed by a custom that

exalts the morality taught by Father Jehovah;
the human spirit should have never known

every immoral custom; for one microscopic

immoral custom is enough, and the spirit
does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
everything absolutely everything that came

out of the strange capitalist life system, is
immoral before the Father; and all those who
got to know this strange life system, do not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the

weeping and gnashing of teeth of an entire
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world; a world that is not written in the Solar

Books of Life of the Kingdom of Heavens;
a world that adored the beast of gold, the

demon turned into a strange life system;
behold a life system that condemns all those
who lived it; for it would have been better for

you to have lived isolated from this strange
and immoral life system.-
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